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Abstract
Oftentimes, educators are not equipped to identify students who are at risk of dropping
out in their first year of high school. High school students at a local school setting were
having a difficult time transitioning into the ninth grade and maintaining passing grades.
The purpose of this study was to investigate reasons why students leave high school
before completion and whether the current interventions in the ninth grade academy are
effective in decreasing the dropout rate at a local high school in northeast Louisiana. The
research question addressed interventions that could help students remain in school,
decrease the dropout rate, and provide opportunities for students to graduate from high
school. Prior literature pertaining to improving student retention provided the conceptual
framework for the study. The overall design of the study was a case study in which data
were collected through interviews from 15 teachers who taught in the ninth grade
academy and minutes from team meetings. Data were analyzed through coding to
determine emergent themes. The key results of the study indicated that the tutoring
program, adult mentor program, and credit recovery program did have an impact on
keeping students in school but were not significant enough to have improvement in
reducing the dropout rate. Based on the findings, a project was developed that would
train teachers on how to incorporate teaching strategies in the curriculum that would
engage students in learning. Recommendations include additional staff development on
how to engage students in the classroom. The potential for positive social change
includes teachers having multiple strategies on hand for improving student engagement in
the classroom, thus producing better retention and graduation rates for students.
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Section 1: The Problem
Introduction
Every 9 seconds in the United States, a student enrolled in high school drops out
(Martin & Halperin, 2006). There is not any one clear and definitive reason for why
students drop out of school. According to Rumberger and Lim (2008), relationships
developed within the school environment, the family setting, and the local community
can become a factor contributing to the dropout rate. The process of dropping out of
school for some students can be traced back to a lack of motivation and disengagement in
the educational process (Tyler & Lofstrom, 2009). Although there are multiple reasons
why students drop out of school, the process often begins in early childhood with trying
to overcome problems in academics and issues in family life (Meeker, Edmonson, &
Fisher, 2008). Over the last 2 decades, African Americans and Latinos have had the
highest dropout rates in the United States (Featherson, 2010). With the implementation
of the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), states have been given the charge of closing
the achievement gap. This act requires stringent testing of students in order to prove that
students are proficient on their grade level. In focusing on accountability through
rigorous testing, graduation rates have been affected, especially due to those exams that
are required to graduate from high school (Cohen & Smeardon, 2009).
The high school dropout issue is one that has been well documented in both
scholarship and popular media, particularly over the last 2 decades (Hickman,
Bartholomew, Mathwig, & Heinrich, 2008). Even though efforts have been made to
curtail the problem, the problem continues to escalate (Johnson, Strange, & Madden,
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2010). High school students continue to drop out of school (Children’s Defense Fund,
2005). Currently, efforts to encourage students to remain in school are continuously being
pursued (White, Lare, Mueller, Smeaton, & Waters, 2007). Students who drop out of
high school run the risk of having low-paying jobs and being unemployed (Tyler &
Lofstrom, 2009). Dropping out of school affects their ability to secure employment and
the possibility of future stability (Christle, Jolivette, & Nelson, 2007). With so many
obstacles to overcome and with no or little employment opportunities, students who drop
out are subject to more negative outcomes, such as crime and prison (Hansen & Toso,
2007).
In understanding the dropout problem locally, I not only looked at students, but
also took into account the factors that precipitate the decision to drop out of high school.
The review of the literature will further elaborate on these factors.
Statement of the Problem
The dropout rate at the local high school where the research took place is the
highest in the Louisiana Parish School System (Louisiana Department of Education,
2012). Leaders of the school district have attempted to decrease the dropout rate through
vocational and job training. With students living in neighborhoods that have high
poverty and crime rates, many depend on income from full-time jobs to support their
families (Louisiana Department of Education, 2012). In essence, the ability to have a
steady income takes precedence over remaining in school. These students stay at home
during the day and work in the evening to contribute financially to the household. For
some students, the decision concerning whether to remain in school becomes difficult due
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to having their own children to care for. The dilemma is that daycare is not affordable, so
these students must be the caregivers for their children during the school day.
Rationale
Evidence of the Problem at the Local Level
Louisiana ranks among the poorest states in America. A high percentage of
students attending the school where the research took place are at risk of dropping out. In
the school district, the percentage of the student population that dropped out was 8.9% in
2005-2006, 7.1% in 2006-2007, 5.4% in 2007-2008, 4.8% in 2008-2009, 5.1% in 20092010, 6.2% in 2010-2011, and 5.4% in 2011-2012 (Louisiana Department of Education,
2012). In the academic year 2012-2013, the school district’s dropout rate was 13.1%
(Louisiana Department of Education, 2013). There is an indication that the inability of
students at this institution to overcome problems at school and issues at home is
presenting serious challenges for them, threatening their ability to not only graduate, but
also graduate on time. Often, at this school, when students have reached the age of
emancipation and have not progressed to being within a year or two of graduating, they
drop out. The number of students who reached the emancipation age who dropped out
was 27 in the school year 2009-2010, 18 in 2010-2011, and 11 in 2011-2012 (Ouachita
Parish Schools, 2013). Some students make decisions that could benefit the family, such
as working or becoming the caregiver for their younger siblings. Some are raising their
own children and either cannot afford daycare or do not have anyone to care for the
children while they are at school. The Louisiana Department of Education (2012)
designed preventive measures by implementing programs to assist in decreasing the
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dropout rate through the Dropout Early Warning System, which identifies students at risk
of leaving school early but provided no definite evidence of why students drop out. In an
effort to find solutions to this problem, there is a need to study factors that affect at-risk
students at this high school that hinder them from graduating. This study identified
variables that contribute to at-risk students dropping out of this high school. In
conducting the study, I got a better understanding of why these students were dropping
out of school.
Evidence of the Problem From the Professional Literature
Knesting (2008) gave indications of why students drop out of school. She noted
that some students lack the ability to adapt to the environment of the school and the
overall high school experience because of the transition from middle school to high
school or a transfer from a different high school. There are studies that reveal that failing
standardized tests, not meeting academic requirements, and repeating grades could be
factors in students dropping out (Tyler & Lofstrom, 2009). The reasons given by
dropouts as to why they left school early do not clearly indicate how they got to that point
(Tyler & Lofstrom, 2009). In order to prevent students from dropping out of school,
factors that can contribute to dropping out must be identified (Reddy & Sinha, 2010).
The impact of the decision to drop out of school not only affects the student, but also can
hinder the student’s opportunities to become a productive citizen in the community
(Schoeneberger, 2012).
To get an overall view of why students drop out of school, researchers must focus
not only on the student, but also on the role that schools play in the student’s success or
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failure (Knesting, 2008). The literature has suggested several reasons that students drop
out of school (Hansen & Toso, 2007). The reasons given by researchers include, but are
not limited to, personal issues, difficulty functioning within the school setting, and
external factors such as peer pressure and drug dealing (Hansen & Toso, 2007).
Although past research indicates that these factors are pivotal in the decision to drop out,
there is a gap in the literature concerning the school’s involvement in this process.
Definitions
The following terms are defined for this study:
Dropout: A student is considered a dropout when he or she is listed as a student in
a high school (Grades 9-12) and meets the following criteria: attended a high school
within the local school district the prior school year, did not attend school at the start of
the new school year, did not receive any graduation credentials proving completion of
high school, did not attend any other school, and stopped attending for circumstances
other than being deceased or sick (i.e., unexcused absences; National Education for
Statistics, 2011).
Louisiana School Accountability System: The state of Louisiana’s initiative to
promote steady improvement in academics and improve the dropout rate (Louisiana
Department of Education, 2012).
Ninth grade retention: Refers to students who have failed the ninth grade and
have been retained for the upcoming school year (Tyler & Lofstrom, 2009).
Significance
The purpose of this study was to identify factors that contribute to students
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dropping out of school at a high school in northeast Louisiana. The problem of students
dropping out of school has been an issue locally for the past 2 years (Louisiana
Department of Education, 2012). Schools that have students who reside in communities
with poverty and high crime are more likely to have students not graduating (Somers,
Owens, & Pillawsky, 2009). The results of the study brought more awareness to
educators about students dropping out of school and how to aid them toward graduation.
In regard to promoting social change, this study played an important role in empowering
teachers, counselors, and administrators to become better informed about the issues
surrounding students who may be on the verge of dropping out and could provide them
with the tools needed in order to keep these students in school.
Guiding/Research Question
The research question that guided the study was the following: What interventions
will help students remain in school and help decrease the dropout rate? In conducting the
study, school officials put plans in place that would increase the chances of students
remaining in school.
Review of the Literature
The purpose of this study was to investigate reasons that students leave high
school before completion. In an effort to examine causes for and solutions to the problem
of student dropouts, this literature review covers the following topics: causes of the
dropout rate, vocational education, and transitional support services.
Many descriptions apply to students who are in danger of not graduating and
leaving school early. Suh, Suh, and Houston (2007) described the term at risk, which
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refers to the external factors that can be detrimental to the success of a student in
pursuing an education. Throughout the history of the American educational system, the
phenomenon of students dropping out of high school has not been a surprising one. Suh
and Suh (2010) concluded that there are multiple factors that can cause a student to drop
out of school. Within the scope of the dropout issue, there are both internal and external
factors that school and district officials have identified as possible causes, such as
conflicts with teachers, living in dysfunctional homes, substance abuse, and making poor
choices (Meeker et al., 2008). However, past research in this area has been conducted on
a broad level and has included a great number of factors that occur outside the school,
such as pressure to join gangs, drug and alcohol abuse, and teenage pregnancy
(Bradshaw, O’Brennan, & McNeely, 2008). Research has also yielded valuable
information about events or circumstances that occur at school that can affect whether or
not students graduate from high school (Knesting, 2008). Additionally, the research
could help in the development of proactive plans of prevention that schools can use in
increasing the rate of students persisting in school to graduation. Dropping out of school
cannot be factored down to only one cause. According to Featherston (2010), failing
marks, poor attendance, and a difficult high school transition are some of the factors that
could hinder a student from completing high school.
Causes for the Dropout Rate
In order to understand the reasons that students are dropping out of school, it is
necessary to identify the factors that contribute to this problem (Monrad, 2007). The
inability of some students to complete high school has prompted immediate concern from
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school officials (Suh & Suh, 2011). For at-risk students, not graduating from high school
is a definite possibility. Understanding why students drop out of school remains a
concern for schools throughout the United States (Featherston, 2010). Students who are
at danger of dropping out of school find themselves struggling to meet the attendance
requirements for promotion through high school (Knesting, 2008). The pressure of
preparing for school day after day begins to take a toll on at-risk students, especially
when students lose interest in attending school. A report by Amos (2008) gave a view of
the challenges that the United States is having with the dropout epidemic and the effect
this epidemic has on the United States globally:
In the 21st century, the United States is no longer the model country that is
producing the most graduates from secondary and post-secondary. In fall of
2008, hundreds of thousands of students entering the ninth grade will begin their
matriculation into high school. Of those ninth graders, 33% of these students will
not finish school with any graduate credentials. (p. 1)
The task is more than providing inspiration and encouragement to at-risk students
to graduate; schools must prepare students for life after the high school experience,
whether they move into the workforce or on to postsecondary education (Bowen, 2009).
High-Stakes Exit Exams
School districts and officials use exit exams in schools all over America in
determining whether a student is proficient in the core areas of English, math, science,
and social studies (Barnes, 2009). These exams are also used to determine whether a
student will graduate from a traditional high school setting. School settings that have the
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highest rate of students dropping out due to a failed exit exam usually contain minority
students, such as African American and Hispanic students (Barnes, 2009). Beginning in
the 10th grade, high school students begin the task of taking and attempting to pass these
exit exams. If students fail these exams, they have the opportunity to retake them as
often as they need to in order to receive a passing grade. After a number of failed
attempts, some students can become discouraged and may give up on receiving a high
school diploma (Angert, 2007).
Standardized Testing and the Dropout Rate
Graduation exit exams appear not to have any bearing on the average student
quitting school, but the percentages increase when at-risk students are given the same test
(Tyler & Lofstrom, 2009). If at-risk students feel that they are not adequately equipped
to pass the exam, it gives them a reason to lean toward dropping out of school (Kim et al.,
2011). In these assessments, all students are subject to the same testing material, whether
they are low-performing students or gifted students (Hickman et al., 2008). One of the
characteristics that can be attributed to at-risk students is that of being low performing
(Balfanz et al., 2010). At-risk students who fall into this category are at least a grade
behind, and if they fail in both the fourth and eighth grade years, they will enter high
school as overage students, sometimes being 17 in the ninth grade (Phelps, 2009). Even
though failure on the test does not halt promotion to the next grade, students cannot
graduate until they pass the exam (Cohen & Smeardon, 2009).
Socioeconomic Status
Families’ lack of financial stability can become an issue for students attempting to
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graduate from high school. One of the most prominent predictors of high school dropout
is socioeconomic status (SES; Henry, Cavanaugh, & Oetting, 2010). Students from
lower socioeconomic settings leave school at much higher rates than students from higher
socioeconomic settings (Hickman et al., 2008). In essence, students within this category
become more likely to drop out due to lack of financial resources (Schoenberger, 2012).
Students who live in poverty are in greater danger of dropping out of school than students
who are better off financially. A high poverty rate in a community usually translates to
residents who are on government assistance, are unemployed, or have low-paying jobs
(Tyler & Lofstrom, 2009). Poverty can also indicate that there is a lack of educational
attainment within the community. According to Neuman (2008),
Children born in poverty possess the characteristics of remaining in poverty. With
these environments come the likelihood high teenage pregnancy rates, unstable
households and guardians who were dropouts themselves. Unless local school
districts invest in school facilities and highly qualified teachers, students will face
the challenges of keeping up in school with an unfair advantage. (para. 7)
Students who have to work in order to contribute to the survival of their families
are at risk of not completing school. Frequently, students are left with the choice of
either going to school or earning an income. With at-risk students, the difficulty of
understanding the benefits of staying in school versus earning a living usually ends in
students working (Bridgeland, Dilulio, & Morrison, 2006). Students who decide to work
in order to help the family are in greater danger of dropping out of school (Lofstrom &
Magnum, 2009).
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Students have to deal with more issues than just being of low SES (Archambault
et al., 2009). With low SES may come the inability to wear name-brand clothes, have
adequate shoes, or even have the means to bathe and eat (Lessard et al., 2008). These
issues could lead to students wanting to avoid school in the wake of being teased by peers
(Lessard et al., 2008). Schools that have freshman academies and educate students who
are of low SES can provide much-needed support and reassurance that coming from a
low-SES background does not have to be an indication of future success in graduating
from high school. The reason that low SES becomes a major predictor of high school
dropout is because it may lead to so many other smaller issues that students cannot
overcome (Bornsheuer, Polonyi, Andrews, Fore, & Onwuegbuzie, 2011). In addition,
school districts serving students from low-SES backgrounds have a higher percentage of
at-risk students potentially leaving school before completion (Kim et al., 2011). A higher
percentage of students from families living in poverty do not complete high school
between the ages of 16 and 24 in comparison to students from families not living in
poverty (National Center for Education Statistics, 2008). While the SES of students can
serve as a factor in dropping out, it is only one factor out of many. In the next section, I
discuss how race and gender can become factors in students’ decisions to drop out.
Gender and Ethnicity
Gender and ethnicity can be determinants of whether students remain in school.
Dropout rates are higher for Blacks, Hispanics, and Native Americans than for Asians
and Whites (Schoenberger, 2012). The National Center for Education Statistics reported
that White and Black females had greater success in finishing high school than their male
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counterparts did. Historically, Black and White females have graduated from school 92%
of the time compared to 87% of Black and White males (Chapman, Laird &
KewalRamani, 2011). Also, within these groups are poverty and high crime rates. Atrisk students are faced with challenges that can far exceed those of ordinary students.
Some schools develop a freshman academy within the school in order to help with these
challenges. A freshman academy can help to combat and overcome stereotypes of at-risk
students failing to achieve success in school by bridging gaps associated with gender and
ethnicity, as well as by developing, nurturing, and building students’ self-worth (Ervin
High School, 2013). According to Meeker et al. (2008), students at risk deal with
circumstances called pull factors. Pull factors are issues or circumstances out of the
control of the school that “pull” at students and, if successful, cause them to drop out.
Black and Hispanic female students have a high teenage pregnancy rate that puts them in
dire situations in which they must make a decision on whether to finish school, work, or
take care of their child. Often, these students are still living at home with their parents
with no support or financial means (Lee & Staff, 2007). They are most likely depending
on government assistance, and the fathers of their children are likely to be absent
(Meeker et al., 2008). In these situations, it is almost impossible to attend school, so the
difficulty of attempting to finish school and the stress that comes along with it become
too much for students to withstand (Bridgeland et al., 2009).
Of all the nation’s low-performing schools, Blacks make up 48% of the dropout
population, Hispanics 30%, compared to 22% of Whites (Alliance for Excellent
Education, 2010). Within the Black and Hispanic communities are problems that exist
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among individual families that have effects on students as early as kindergarten. There
are major health, financial, and stability issues throughout these communities. Students
often move from location to location, which causes students to move from school to
school. Although sometimes change is good, frequent change that reflects a lack of
ability to function in society due to poverty can be detrimental to students receiving a
solid education and remaining in school. According to The National High School Center
(2007), graduation rates indicate that female students graduate at a much higher rate than
male students do.
Behavior
Early indicators in childhood behaviors can be predictors of students being on the
verge of quitting school (Hickman et al., 2008). Students with behavioral issues are often
disruptive in the school environment and have multiple discipline referrals (Stout &
Christenson, 2009). More often than not, at-risk students exhibit behaviors in the
classroom that prevent them from participating actively in the class (Lee et al., 2011).
Students who consistently exhibit behaviors contrary to the rules of the school may find
themselves being suspended or even expelled from the school site (Bornsheuer et al.,
2011). For at-risk students, discipline problems do not come without attachments. It can
be a perceived that students who are at risk are more likely to cause disruptions to the
learning process, participate in fights, and have disrespect for authority figures (Jones &
Gregory, 2010). Those holding this perception often push for more stern discipline from
administrators for these students, even to the point of suspension or expulsion (Lee et al.,
2011). Teachers would rather eliminate a problem in the classroom than take the
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necessary steps to enforce effective classroom management (Suh & Suh, 2007).
Administrators may grow weary in dealing with those students who are consistent visitors
in the office for discipline, no matter what the offense, can grow weary with dealing with
students and find it easier to suspend or expel students with behavioral issues. Black
students had a higher rate of written referrals to the principal’s office than any other
ethnic group in the United States in 2006 (Rocque, 2010). Sometimes, at-risk students
may feel that they are being singled out or labeled as problem children in school (Cohen
& Smeardon, 2009). External factors and school factors can be a combination that is
difficult for at-risk to surpass (Knesting, 2008). Students who are suspended or expelled
from school because of discipline issues may solidify within them the emotions of being
disconnected from the school culture, and that disconnection can increase the possibility
of dropping out (Jones & Gregory, 2011). Students who are disengaged from the school
culture and the learning process become prime candidates for not finishing school.
The Importance of Ninth Grade in Reducing the Dropout Rate
Based on research, it is evident that the ninth grade is the most important year of
high school, especially for at-risk students (McCallumore & Sparapani, 2010). One of the
most difficult tasks that ninth graders face is the transition into high school. School
administrators have attempted to help students transition from junior high school to the
senior high setting as smoothly as possible (Styron & Pleasant, 2010). Although students
may be excited about being in high school, they face more stringent academic
requirements, along with being introduced to a new school culture. According to
Editorial Projects in Education (2007), students in the ninth grade often find themselves
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out of place and account for more than one-third of all dropouts. Failure to meet
expectations concerning school rules and coursework can lead to students having to
repeat the ninth grade. It is quite possible that at-risk students entering the ninth grade
had a valuable support system during their middle school matriculation (Featherson,
2010). With the beginning of a new school year, those support systems are not
established yet; this situation can lead students to feel alienated and full of anxiety
(Bowen, 2009). In the transition into the ninth grade, at-risk students, if not properly
nurtured, can show high absenteeism and the failing of courses (Cohen & Smerdon,
2009). In a rural school district in Michigan, the graduation rate from ninth to 12th grade
was only 50%, compared to the state rate of 76%. With the decline in the graduation rate
has come the notion of developing a system that can offer some sort of support for ninth
graders as they transition into high school. Research has shown that transitioning into
high school is a tough task and can often lead to issues with self-esteem and maintaining
an acceptable grade point average (Somers et al., 2009). Because the transition of ninth
graders can be so overwhelming, there are a great number of students who cannot
complete the ninth grade and have to repeat it (Herlihy, 2007).
Attendance
Being consistently absent from school can be a strong indicator that a student is in
danger of becoming a dropout (University of California, 2011). In October 2007, the
National Center for Children in Poverty released details in a report that connected
students being absent early in education and the correlation of low SES and student
achievement. According to Romero and Sun-Lee (2007),
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A significant number of students grades K-5 were absent 9% of the school
year.



In early education, the rate of not attending school begins a trend and follows
students to the next grade.



Children who do not behave on the same level as their peers are more likely
not to attend school on a regular basis.



Children that are consistently absent from school have excuses of why they do
not want to go. (p. 2)

Absenteeism is a major concern for many students, but for students who are on
the verge of dropping out of school, it can be the end of school, as they know it
(Schoenberger, 2012). Sometimes high absenteeism can be traced back to the home
environment, where there is little to no structure in the family (Bornsheuer et al., 2011).
Other factors could be a lack of transportation to school, while it could simply be that
students are not interested in school any longer (Menzer & Hampel, 2009). When
students fail to attend school, they fall so far behind that it is almost impossible to recover
and at this stage dropping out becomes the only option (Tavakolian & Howell, 2012).
After they have missed so many days of school, students are reported as being truant
from school (Ouachita Parish School Board, 2012). By law, a truant student is subject to
arrest by law enforcement as well as parents and will be responsible for paying a fine for
the offense (Ouachita Parish School Board, 2012). Children who are excessively absent
from school lack sufficient social skills needed and find it difficult to function in society.
In their personal lives, it may lead to the development of negative behaviors such as
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being on time for work or appointments. Children’s school attendance is a based on the
importance the family or guardians place on it, whether or not it is beneficial for children
to attend (Baicai & Jingjian, 2010). With being absent from school, the life a dropout can
turn quickly to crime and becoming unproductive.
Solutions to Decrease the Dropout Rate
Creating a Nurturing School Environment
A way to improve the likelihood that students graduate from high school is for the
school to create a nurturing school environment (McCallumore & Sparapani, 2010). In
this nurturing school environment, students felt safe, had a sense of belonging and
became focused on the goal at hand (Knesting, 2008). Administrators, teachers, and staff
share the responsibility of making sure students are learning in a comfortable
environment. Oftentimes, students who are facing problems at home look to the school
for comfort and a sense of belonging (Strom & Boster, 2007). According to Bowen
(2007), children attend schools where they are valued, respected, have a voice, and where
the staff is caring. The school environment has to be a place where students are free to be
themselves and feel like a part of a community. Teachers play a critical role in the school
environment because of the connections they make with students (Miron, Jones &
Kelaher-Young, 2011). At-risk students can thrive and achieve in a nurturing school
environment.
There have been many studies that indicate that there is a direct correlation
between teacher behavior and students’ dissatisfaction with wanting to learn and attend
school (Shau & Baig, 2012). At-risk students are one wrong episode away from quitting
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school and the school environment, if operating properly can serve as that one entity that
can deter them from leaving school.
Vocational Education
Vocational educational programs have not had the notoriety of times past due to
the negative connotation that derives from it (Domenech, 2011). Although the path to
vocational education can come through students who are at risk of dropping out of
school, the dynamics of the program can also serve as a powerful tool of keeping students
enthusiastic about remaining in school and prepare them to be job ready when completed
(Domenech, 2011). Over the past few years, the intent of improving vocational programs
has yielded significant progress by increasing the use of more advanced level math and
science to the vocational curriculum in order for students to be more job ready (Plank,
DeLuca, & Estacion, 2008). Career offerings in a vocational education program can
draw interest from students who are on the verge of dropping out and could allow them to
become engaged in academic studies that could potentially improve attendance, grades,
and an opportunity to complete high school.
Transitional Support
For many students, the transition from middle school to high school presents
challenges (Cohen & Smeardon, 2009). Some of the challenges include but are not
limited to, getting acclimated to new teachers, peers, and in some instances a different
building. School districts nationwide are exploring and developing new strategies to
incorporate at the middle school level to help ease the transition into high school (Cohen
& Smeardon, 2009). The stakeholders that are crucial to the transition are the parents,
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students, and school personnel (Cohen & Smeardon, 2009). It is important that in
addressing students’ needs entering into the ninth grade that all aspects of the students’
needs have been addressed to include not only academic support, but also, social and
emotional support. Overall, those who can manage the transition and perform positively
in the ninth grade are more likely to finish high school and be a productive citizen in
society (Geltner, Law, Forehand, & Miles, 2009).
Collaboration between the middle school and high school can be a crucial
component for the transition of students entering the ninth grade. Schools can plan
activities for students by having an orientation day before the school year ends and before
the beginning next school year so that students can become familiar with the environment
of the school. The school could also plan parent nights in the summer and during the
school year so that parents could get involved in the transition process. The collaborative
efforts between the school and parents have been proven to have a positive effect on the
transitioning of students into the high school setting (Geltner et al., 2009).
Freshman Academy
The development of a ninth grade academy can serve as a transitional tool for
students entering high school (McDaniel, 2008). In the ninth grade academy, ninth grade
students are separate from the upper classmen to help them establish a routine and
structure for entering high school. The structure that derives from the academy by
separating students from the upper classmen to aid in the transitional process can help
students adapt to their new surroundings and give direction to students in the hope of
completing their high school education (Page, 2010). The structure from the academy
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also improves student behavior by having a concerted effort by school personnel to
outline steps of intervention for students before school administration has to enforce
disciplinary actions (Emmett & McGee, 2012). Hall (2006) found that the
implementation of a freshman academy has improved discipline on campus and increased
retention for 9th grade students in the state of Georgia. Today, freshman academies have
been created in a large number of school districts throughout the country in order to meet
the needs of 9th grade students entering high school (Styron & Pleasant, 2010).
Oftentimes, students who are of a low SES or experiencing issues with their gender or
race can find success in freshman academies if the team members in the academy are
willing to invest the time and support needed for each student to experience academic
success despite any challenges they may face (Emmett & McGee, 2012). Students who
fail to pass graduation exams after several attempts often dropout. Within the academy,
students are required to take a freshman seminar class that not only prepares them for the
transition into high school, but also focuses on how to take and be prepared to complete
the exams required for graduation (Dedmond, 2006). The freshman academy develops
organizational, study, and test taking skills that are essential in preparation for the
graduation exit exams they will take in grades 10-12. The freshman academy also serves
as a tool to help students on the verge of dropping out improve their attendance at school.
Since the academy in structured around ninth grade students only, the bond that is
established between student and teacher help to develop a desire for students to continue
to press towards graduation (Kennelly & Monrad, 2007). A commitment to one another
and shared responsibility to see the process of overcoming obstacles can serve as the
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motivation needed for students to finish high school (Abbot & Fisher, 2012). In regards
to high school transformation for students who are at risk of dropping out of school, the
freshman academy increases the chances of students promoting to the 10th grade (Hall,
2006).
Implications
Based on the findings, a staff development model was created to identify warning
signs for students who could potentially drop out of school. In these staff development
sessions, teachers are trained on what characteristics and behaviors at-risk students’
exhibit and what steps to follow in order to properly refer those students to the
interventions that would best fit their educational needs. The staff development model
demonstrated how successfully implementation of interventions in the ninth grade can
provide support for students and increase the chances of them not dropping out of school.
Summary
The problem of high school students dropping out of school is and has continued
to be at the forefront of the nation’s school systems. The factors that contribute to the
dropout rate may be the bulk of the problem, while a lack of prevention may also be a
culprit. The review of literature demonstrated the available data researchers have
published on the issue of high school dropouts. The review gave an in-depth look into
the lives of students who may be at risk of dropping out. Section 2 dealt with the
collection and analysis of data. In that section, the research design and approach is
identified. The setting and sample has been given along with the justification for using
such a sample. I outlined the procedures of how I the will collect and analyze the data.
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Section 3 of the study interpreted the results of the study. This section also included the
outcomes from the study which are consistent with the scope of the study. Section 4 is
the reflection portion and highlighted the strengths of the study. This section also yields
recommendations for further study on the topic. Section 4 offered the opportunity for the
researcher to reflect on how the study promoted social change. Finally, the reflection
section determined the growth as a practitioner for the researcher.
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Section 2: The Methodology
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to investigate interventions that can help students
remain in school. A qualitative case study design was used. In this approach, the
researcher is attempting to gain insight into and a deep understanding of an individual,
group, or event in order to develop a rich description (Lodico, Spaulding, & Voegtle,
2010). In looking at different interventions, I determined that the case study design was
the most complete design to use because it allowed me to examine procedures and to
acquire a better understanding of how interventions prevent students from dropping out
of school. I used in-depth interviews that yielded valuable data that enhanced the study.
The responses from the participants measured whether or not interventions in the ninth
grade academy were making a difference in preventing students from dropping out of
school. A phenomenological design was not feasible because I looked at interventions in
the ninth grade academy and was not necessarily seeking to capture feelings or emotions
from the participants. A grounded theory design would not have worked for this study
because I did not collect data from a variety of sources and did not perform constant
comparisons of data analysis to determine similarities and differences. Further, a
grounded theory design would not have worked for this study due to time constraints.
Participants
The research took place at a high school located in rural northeastern Louisiana.
The total school population is 561 students, with the ninth grade population at 181
students. The school demographics are 99.2% African American, 0.07% Caucasian, and
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0.01% other nationality, with 95% of students receiving free or reduced-price lunch. The
school is considered an at-risk school, with 21% of the total student population classified
as special education and 25% of the ninth graders classified as such. The participants
invited for the study were all the teachers who taught in the ninth grade academy at the
high school in the Louisiana School System during the 2012-2013 school year. Out of
the invitees, 15 teachers participated in the study. I chose these 15 teachers because they
provided the most comprehensive data for the study. They interacted with the students of
the academy and implemented the interventions of the academy on a continuous basis.
Within the dynamics of the academy, teachers have a period in the day that is
dedicated to teaming. Teaming allows the teachers to plan for lessons, discuss
curriculum or discipline issues, and hold conferences with students or parents about
educational concerns. I attended some of the meetings to see how individuals interacted
with one another and shared educational experiences with them that would not involve
the study in order to establish a researcher-to-participant relationship. In addition to
attending team meetings for interaction purposes, I scheduled a day when teachers were
meeting in their teaming period in order to extend the invitation to participate in the
study. In this meeting, I discussed the purpose of the study, including the possibility of
incorporating the findings into the existing ninth grade academy, as well as what was
required of individuals in order to participate. In the academy, there is a pool of 15
teachers who teach core subjects and electives. Krejcie and Morgan (1970), two of the
early scholars in determining sample sizes, developed a formula that would indicate
based on the population the sample size needed to deliver a proper confidence level. The
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confidence level represents how sure one can be that the answers from the sample are a
true representation of the population. In their formula, a population of 15 would need a
sample size of at least 14 in order to have the proper confidence level. I informed the
participants that they had a right not to participate or to withdraw from the study at any
time throughout the study. The participants were made aware that there were no physical
or safety issues that would derive from participating in this study. I also informed
participants that the data collected would be kept confidential. No participant was
identified by name to ensure confidentiality. The results of the study inspired the idea for
the project (see Appendix A). In order to gain access to the participants, a letter of
cooperation was drafted by me and signed by the superintendent (see Appendix B). Also,
a letter of cooperation was drafted by me and signed by the principal of the school where
the research took place (see Appendix C). These letters allowed me to conduct the study,
have access to the participants, and access to the research site. Additionally, I received
IRB approval (02-21-14-024-7569) to conduct the study. For confidentiality purposes,
information such as names and other personally identifying information was not revealed
in the study.
Data Collection
After researching several studies similar to this one, I discovered a pre-established
instrument that matched this study called the Interview Protocol for Participants (Mulroy,
2008). With regard to reliability, the questions on the instrument were specific and clear.
The instrument consistently measured factors, interventions, and fostered relationships
that can help to keep students from dropping out of school. Additionally, the instrument
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proved to be valid because the components of the instrument measured what needed to be
measured based on the research question that drove the study. The instrument laid out
the procedures for the interview process and questions that were asked to the participants.
I contacted Dr. Mulroy, creator of the instrument, and gained permission to use the
format. I added items that I needed for the study. Interview Questions 1-4 helped me to
answer the research question. The instrument can be found in Appendix E.
Each question asked directly dealt with an intervention that could help students
remain in school at this particular school. These questions allowed the participants the
opportunity to give detailed information on the dynamics of these interventions within the
academy through their own experiences and perceptions. In essence, the interview
questions and the responses to these questions gave insight on the value of the
interventions that were occurring at this school, and whether or not the interventions were
meeting the goal of deterring students from dropping out of school.
Data came from participants’ responses to interview questions located on the
instrument. In addition, I collected data from team meetings and conferences to gain
insight on how teachers implemented interventions for students. Interviews for the study
took place during each participant’s planning hour in the classroom. Although I collected
the data in the participant’s classroom, the data were not stored there. The data are locked
in a secure location determined by me. There was one round of interview sessions lasting
30 minutes for each participant. I collected data through an audio recording session,
backed with written transcripts. For confidentiality purposes, information such as names
and other personal identification was not revealed in the study.
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Role of the Researcher
Although I serve in the position of administrator for 10th-12th grade students at the
school where the research took place, I have no direct daily interaction with the teachers
in the ninth grade academy. However, my role as an administrator at the site where the
research took place could have had an impact on data collection in regard to participants’
answers in the interviews. I, the researcher, approached the participants about taking part
in the study. In the invite to participate meeting, participants were assured that
everything that was required of them to participate in the study was private and
confidential, including their names. No other school staff knew the teachers were
participants in the study, only the principal and I knew that they were participating in the
study. Participants were not coerced or influenced to participate in the study. I informed
the participants that at any time they could withdraw from the study and that their
participation was strictly voluntary. As the researcher, I informed the participants that
there were no physical or safety issues involved in participating in the study.
Timeline of Study Activities
Week 1, Day 1. I conducted an interest meeting with potential participants. The
meeting convened in a central location within the school during the potential participants’
teaming period. At the meeting, I discussed the study and the rationale behind the study,
and I sought a response to the invitation to participate in the study.
Week 1, Day 2. I selected participants who had expressed interest. I informed
participants by formal letter that they had been chosen to participate in the study.
Week 1, Day 5. After participants had received their acceptance letters, I met
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with participants in a central location during their teaming period to complete informed
consent forms (see Appendix D). In the meeting, I explained in detail the intent of the
consent form and their rights as participants.
Weeks 2 &3. On Day 1 of Week 2, I scheduled the interview dates and times for
participants. Interviews took place at the school during the participants’ planning period.
The interviews lasted approximately 30 minutes. After the completion of the interviews,
I allotted additional time for participants who might need more in-depth discussion. On
Day 3 of Week 2 and throughout Week 3, I conducted the interviews of the participants
along with collecting the data from those interviews.
Data Analysis
After completing the interview process, I transcribed the data for each participant
into transcripts. In the coding process, I separated the text into different segments of
information. I focused on student/teacher relationships, effects of failing grades and
retention, post-high school opportunities, and the motivation to learn after normal school
hours. These categories presented opportunities to gain insight into how interventions
can help to reduce the dropout rate in the ninth grade academy. Once I identified the
segments of information, I looked for text segments that were alike by identifying the
sentence or paragraph and placing a box around it and then labeling the segment with a
code word that best summarized what the participant was describing. I wrote codes in the
margins and labeled the transcripts. As I reviewed each transcript, I noticed that some of
the codes became repetitive. In these cases of repetitiveness, I noted on the transcript and
a separate recording sheet that these particular codes could become potential themes. I
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capped the transcripts at 30-40 codes, per Creswell (2012). I reduced the codes that
continued to be repeated or overlapped to around 20 codes. At this level of about 20
codes, the codes were developed into themes that included supports, collaboration,
relationships, and student engagement. The themes were categories that incorporated all
that had been developed from the codes into order to derive a major idea. Through
triangulation and member checks, I combined the different data sources. Data that
included minutes from parent, student, and teacher conferences, along with minutes from
team meetings, brought attention to potential problems that were occurring with students
that could create the need for an intervention. From the conducted interviews, I was able
to interpret the data from the student/parent perspective as well as the teacher perspective.
These two entities combined provided possible interventions to keep students from
dropping out of school. Jick (1979), one of the early scholars of triangulation, used a
combination of data and data collection procedures to display a detailed and
comprehensive picture of his studies. I disseminated a copy of each participant’s
transcript to verify that the data collected and transcribed represented a true and accurate
account of what was said. The transcripts were reviewed by the participants through
member checks. Member checking eliminated any researcher biases from the study.
Qualitative Results
The purpose of this study was to investigate how interventions within a ninth
grade academy could help to decrease the dropout rate at a local high school in Northeast
Louisiana. The data collected came from interviews of teachers who taught in the ninth
grade academy. After I had collected, analyzed, coded, and member checked the data,
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four major themes emerged. Additionally, a few minor themes were discovered to
support the major themes. In the next sections of the study, these themes are discussed in
detail.
Research Question
The research question in this study explored whether interventions used in the
ninth grade academy would help students remain in school and help to reduce the dropout
rate. The interventions used in the academy were an in-school/afterschool tutoring
program, a credit/grade recovery program, and the use of adult mentors. These
interventions were available at all times but were mostly incorporated on an as-needed
basis.
The data provided insight on how supporting students entering the ninth grade for
the first time can become a catalyst for them to remain in school. Often, students in the
ninth grade are dealing with a new school environment and trying to make the transition
into high school. The teachers in the study understood that supporting students,
especially those who may be at risk, is a crucial element of an effort to deter them from
dropping out of school. The teachers presented their perspectives on supporting students
in the ninth grade academy. The first major theme that I derived from the data was
supports. From the major theme of supports, two minor themes, extra assistance and
guidance, were developed to better expound upon those perspectives given by the
teachers.
The teachers in the ninth grade academy were fully aware of the challenges that
their students had to overcome on a daily basis. The majority of the students enrolled in
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this school came from low socioeconomic and poor academic backgrounds. Within the
academy, there are interventions in place to help ninth grade students succeed and remain
in school. Although teachers in the academy teach a full day in the academy, much more
remains needed to ensure that the pathway to graduation is one that becomes attainable.
One of the interventions that provided extra assistance and support for students was the
in-school and afterschool tutoring program. Teacher 1 stated, “I think that afterschool
tutoring is great for students who need assistance and actually utilize it. Having a smaller
teacher-to-student ratio enables more interactivity and the opportunity to really narrow
down where the problem with their learning is.” The in-school and afterschool program
was open to any student in the ninth grade academy. However, not all students
participated. Students in extracurricular activities such as band or athletics were required
to attend at least one session a week for enrichment. Even though the mandated tutoring
requirement for them to participate in extracurricular activities and athletics seemed like a
great idea, for some teachers it created more of a distraction than a help. Students knew
that they were required to come and only showed up because of the requirement. The
actions of students who did not take advantage of the teacher assistance provided for
them proved that the tutoring program was not beneficial to them. Teacher 2 stated,
“Tutoring is only beneficial to those who actively want improvement. Student retention
rates decrease when students really work hard during these intervention times.”
However, for some students, having access to the tutoring program proved to be a very
important resource and enhanced their learning. Those who were participants in the
tutoring program became more confident in the classroom. Teacher 5 stated,
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I believe that the in-school/afterschool tutoring intervention promoted student
engagement by providing students with additional remediation in subject matters
that are challenging for them. The additional remediation serves to help students
gain an understanding of concepts being taught in the classroom. The direct result
of student remediation increased academic confidence in the classroom for some
students.
Although not all of the students took advantage of the tutoring intervention, it greatly
benefitted those who participated. Teacher 14 replied, “Students who will spend extra
time in the learning environment is more likely to get the help they need ... and have
success.”
At this school, teachers realized that having the proper guidance plays an intricate
role in students’ success. In order to set this foundation, the ninth grade academy was
designed to foster guidance and to help ease the transition into the ninth grade with the
help of adult mentors. During the interviews the teachers expounded on how adult
mentors, their roles, and themselves could ease the transition into the ninth grade.
Teacher 1 stated,
Mentors are provided to give students someone on the school campus to talk to
and provide guidance to, especially when there is a noticeable lack of a guiding
figure in their family. This can be very beneficial for the students if they heed the
advice or recommendations of the mentor when it comes to their schooling.
Theoretically, mentors should be able to have a decent amount of pull with their
kids.
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The mentors that serve the students in the ninth grade academy come from adults on the
campus and off the campus. The teachers agree that the mentors on campus are more
effective because of the rapport that mentors establish with students. Teacher 10 replied,
“The role of the adult mentors is to provide guidance and encouragement to students who
may be at more risk of dropping out of school and ... advantages of staying in school.”
Because these students deal with issues that could become distractions to their schooling,
the role of the mentor is vital. Mentors were extremely important to those students who
are having trouble transitioning and struggling academically. Mentors were alerted and
made aware of any problems students were facing at school and beyond. Within the
structure of the academy, the mentors were encouraged to become active in helping
students either cope or overcome any obstacles that may interfere with school and
jeopardize graduating. Teacher 11 stated, “Mentors have been the difference in
graduation and dropouts in several instances.”
Another intervention incorporated to help decrease the dropout rate was the
dynamics and the structure of the ninth grade academy. The teachers at this school felt
that the uniqueness of the structure in the academy gives students in the ninth grade an
extraordinary opportunity to succeed and provides a solid foundational environment in
which students can learn at a high level. This kind of structure not only positively impact
their academic lives, but also could impact their personal lives. Teacher 9 states,
The ninth grade academy is designed to “watch over” the students as they enter
high school. We as teachers keep track of attendance, grades, behavior, activities,
and each student’s everyday school concerns. As a team, we are able to follow
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student patterns, address any concerns, and meet with parents and student
concerns. This allows us to potentially “catch” anyone who has previously fallen
through the cracks and give help where needed.
The teachers make a collaborative effort and place a high emphasis on tracking each
student and monitoring their progress in the classroom and even in extra curriculum
activities.
The second theme that emerged from the data was collaboration that included the
sub theme of teaming. Teachers in the ninth grade academy were afforded an extra
planning period in their schedule that allows them to address any concerns or challenges
students may be facing at school. Teachers agree that collaborating together as a team
can be the catalyst that students need to help them maintain an academic focus. Teachers
collaborate in their departmental meetings as well as in their teaming meetings in order to
be proactive in derailing any obstacles that students may face in school. Teacher 2 states,
“In teaming, we have the ability to stop major issues before they happen.” By
collaborating together, not only do teachers create a support system for students , but also
share in a common goal in preparing students for a future graduation.
The third theme that emerged from the data was relationships. The mission of the
ninth grade academy is entitled “Staying on track to graduation”. It is a mission deeply
embedded in the belief that every child that enters into the ninth grade academy will have
the opportunity to graduate. According to the teachers, the relationships that students
have with teachers, administrators, and peers were pivotal to the success of the students.
Teacher 10 replied, “Having a good relationship with the faculty and administration can
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assist the student’s focus and desire to complete school. These social relationships can be
the difference between a student succeeding or not.” The teachers expressed the
importance of the relationships they have with their students. The consensus of the
teachers felt that it is important to establish positive relationships with their students.
These relationships are not just limited to the classroom, but includes being active in their
activities outside of the classroom, such as extracurricular activities. Teacher 12 stated,
“Nothing thrills a student more than seeing his/her teacher at one of his/her activities.”
Often, it is the relationship that motivates them to continue to strive for academic
excellence. In discussing the interview questions with teachers, it was discovered that
relationships not a part of the academy, but connected to the school impacted their
success in the ninth grade academy and kept them on track for graduation. In the absence
of a father or mother, a coach becomes very instrumental in the life of these students.
The relationships established not only with coaches, but also with other team sponsors
throughout the school had a direct impact on the decision to stay in school.
Another intervention that the ninth grade academy incorporated that helped
decrease the dropout rate was the credit/grade recovery program. This program was
designed to allow students the opportunity to make up either a semester or a grading
period of a class they have failed during the school year. Students retook the course in a
computer lab away from their everyday classroom assignment. It took a collaborative
effort on behalf of the teachers in the regular classroom and the credit/grade recovery
teacher for students to have success in this setting. There were mixed reviews about this
particular intervention because of the design of the program. There were teachers who
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thought that the credit and grade program is an excellent resource for students who may
be struggling, while others felt that students were taking advantage of the program and
not adhering to the intent of what the program was designed to accomplish. Teacher 13
stated,
I am sure that credit recovery helped struggling students get on track to graduate
from school. I personally do not care for the set up program that is in place now. I
think that the program allowed students who are not concerned with passing the
class to take the class in a quiet, low stress setting with a one-on-one “instructor”
and keep the grade they “earn” on the computer.
Teacher 10 replied, “If students complete the recovery ... get a second chance to get it
right.” Overall, the teachers in the academy agree that this intervention was a great one
to have in the school. With many of the students already having academic deficiencies,
the credit/grade recovery program provided a realistic hope for them to graduate and
graduate on time.
The last theme that emerged from the data was student engagement. With the
intervention of the credit/grade recovery program, it was the hope that after a student has
seen the material twice, they can understand the lessons more clearly and become better
engaged. However, teachers felt that if the curriculum could be taught to fit the learning
style of the student, then students had a better chance of doing better in the classroom.
Even if the student had to participate in the credit/grade recovery program or any other
intervention, if the teacher were to teach the curriculum in a manner that was learner
friendly to students, then the students overall learning experienced would be better.
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Teacher 13 stated, “The curriculum should be structured in such a way to scaffold the
needs of the students. If they learned the things that they needed to know before taking
the next course, they should be successful in completing high school”. In this school, the
structure of the curriculum had been the biggest factor that could potentially be a problem
for ninth grade students in the academy. The new curriculum adopted by the Louisiana
State Department of Education had developed a one-size fit all curriculum that expected
all students to be at certain levels by the end of each school year. This curriculum does
not take into account students with special needs, or students who are at-risk, and places
every student on a college bound track. Teachers were aware of the changes that were
coming but only to an extent. Teachers taught the curriculum with very little training.
The expectation of the teachers was to adapt and implement the curriculum the best they
could. With teachers attempting to adapt, students were trying to as well. The subjects
taught by teachers were more rigorous than ever and required a different skill set for
students to have than from previous school years. Teacher 2 stated, “Students do not
have a say in curriculum structure ... frustrated students are not able to succeed.”
Lawmakers realized that the new curriculum was implemented too fast and that
there should be have been choices or alternatives in place for students who would be
attending college and those who were not. Additionally, teachers needed to be trained on
teaching strategies to address the needs of students in the ninth grade academy and
throughout the school in regards to the implemented curriculum. Those strategies should
not necessarily take away from the rigor that is expected, but should provide teachers
with strategies to reach all students. The curriculum calls for teachers to be more creative
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in the classroom and allow for students to have more of a say in their learning.
This school had begun the efforts of dissecting the curriculum to be able to offer
the students the opportunity to choose either a college bound track or a vocational track.
No matter what track each student chose, they are still under the auspices of the Common
Core curriculum and the rigor that came with it. With effective teaching strategies and
every teacher on the same page, students adapted to the new requirements and helped
dispel the idea of dropping out of school. Giving students a chance to have ownership in
their learning positively impacted their decisions to stay in school. The key is to have
trained staff ready and available to provide the information students in the ninth grade
academy needs through effective teaching and instruction, even if they have to go
through a series of interventions.
Discrepant Cases
In order to keep track of the data, I constructed folders for each participant that I
maintained completed with notes, comments, and audio recording for each participant.
For discrepant cases, I constantly reviewed the data to uncover any inconsistencies and
any patterns different from what I discovered in the data. As the researcher, I allowed the
participants the opportunity to verify, strike, or add to responses from the interview. As I
reviewed the data, no such discrepancies were found.
Analysis of the Data
Evaluating the interventions of the credit and grade recovery program, in school
and after school program, and utilization of adult mentors enabled me to develop a staff
development program that would engage students in meaningful learning. Successful
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schools or academies have transitions systems in place to help students transition into the
ninth grade (University of California, 2008). Mentors are the first line of defense against
the challenges that students face when school is no longer a priority and when dropping
out becomes a legitimate option (Bottoms, 2008). The data from this study helped
teachers further understand the importance of adult mentors for students in the ninth
grade. The data collected helped teachers to see their roles as being not only teachers, but
also mentors to students in the ninth grade academy. The data collected provided insight
into the importance of student and mentor relationships and the importance of mentors in
their lives. Where there is the presence of strong relationships among teachers,
administrators, and peers with students, the chances of students dropping out of school
significantly decreases (Unal & Cukur, 2011).
In reviewing the in school and after school tutoring program, the collected data
helped me to understand the dynamics of the intervention and the intended use of it. The
data allowed me to see how school officials and teachers were providing students with
the tools necessary to be successful and to be on track to graduate on time. I understood
the views of teachers both positive and negative about this intervention, and to what
degree of how they thought the intervention was a help in preventing students from
dropping out of school.
In data collection, I explored and understood the operations of the credit and
grade recovery program. The data from this study I conducted produced some mixed
emotions about the effectiveness of the program in regards to fairness. Overall, the data
presented proof that the teachers agreed that this intervention was crucial in helping
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reduce the dropout rate at the local setting, especially students who were on the verge of
dropping out. With the data collected, I constructed a staff development plan to where
students will have every opportunity to be successful in the classroom by being highly
engaged in the classroom.
Evidence of Quality
Credibility
In qualitative research, the researcher must accurately validate the findings from
the data through a number of means that could include member checking and
triangulation (Creswell, 2012). It is of utmost importance that the researcher accurately
depicts exactly what the participants wanted to convey (Creswell, 2012). In essence, only
I and the participant can provide the data that can be deemed accurate. Credibility
establishes the fact that the findings are plausible. This study addressed credibility
through the triangulation of data through interviews, member checking, and minutes from
team meetings and conferences.
Member Checking
Member checks is a process by which the researcher allows one or more of the
participants to view their own transcripts to verify the accuracy of their accounts and to
help eliminate any biases from the researcher (Lodico et al., 2010). After I had collected
the data, I transcribed the data into transcripts. Each participant was able to view their
own transcript and findings through member checking to validate that their responses
from the interview were accurate.
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Triangulation
Triangulation deals with the use of different sources of data collection to
strengthen the accuracy of the data (Creswell, 2012). I combined the different data
sources through triangulation. The collection of data included minutes from parent,
student, and teacher conferences, along with minutes from team meetings, and teacher
responses from the interviews. I combined these sources of data in order to strengthen
the validity of the study. I examined the minutes from the conferences and compared
them with the interview responses from the participants. The comparisons allowed me to
understand and establish a foundation of how and why the school developed the
intervention. With the triangulation of these sources of data, both the minutes from the
meetings and the interview responses were closely aligned in determining whether a
student was in need of one of the interventions of the ninth grade academy. In
conducting the interviews, the teachers brought attention to potential problems that have
occurred with students that can cause for the need of an intervention. These data
provided insight from the student and parent perspective, while the teacher interviews
from the school’s perspective, and combined provided interventions to keep students
from dropping out. The results of the triangulated the data allowed me to develop codes.
In the coding process, several segments of information were reviewed and placed into
categories and labeled with codes. I proceeded to create a chart that listed every code
identified from the data. In this chart, I placed every code identified on the chart and the
number of times that code was repetitive. There were a large number of codes labeled
throughout the data. Some of the codes I eliminated because of redundancy. In reviewing
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the remaining codes, I developed themes. Out of triangulation, four themes and three sub
themes emerged. The themes included supports with sub themes of extra assistance and
guidance, collaboration with a sub theme of teaming, relationships, and student
engagement. Jick (1979), one of the early scholars of triangulation, used a combination
of data and data collection procedures in his studies to display a detailed and
comprehensive picture of his studies.
Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to investigate what interventions can help students
remain in school. In investigating what interventions can help students remain in school,
I conducted a qualitative case study. I chose this design in order to answer the research
question “What interventions will help students remain in school and help decrease the
dropout rate?”
The data collected came from interviews from teachers in a ninth grade academy
at the site where the research took place. In the data analysis stage, the data were
reviewed on several occasions to get a better understanding on what the participants were
trying to convey. The data went through the process of triangulation and member
checking for accuracy and credibility purposes.
After completing the data analysis stage, there were four major themes and three
subthemes that emerged from the data. The themes and subthemes are as follows:

Table 1
Themes and Subthemes
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Themes

Subthemes

Supports

Extra Assistance
Guidance

Collaboration

Teaming

Relationships
Student Engagement

The first theme that emerged from the data was supports that students in the ninth
grade academy would need that would help them be successful in the ninth grade. Two
minor themes emerged from theme 1: Extra Assistance and Guidance. The extra
assistance for students in the ninth grade academy came in the form of the in-school or
after-school tutoring programs that were offered to students so they could receive
reinforcements to their academic studies. The second minor theme was guidance. Adult
mentors shared and offered guidance in and out of the school for students who needed it.
Mainly, teachers filled this role and were successful because of the rapport they build
with their students.
The second major theme that emerged from the data was collaboration with a
subtheme of teaming. Teaming in the ninth grade academy referred to a time set aside
during the school day where designated staff met in the attempt to thwart any problems
that may arise with students mainly for academic reasons. The staff included a guidance
counselor, a core group of four teachers: English, Mathematics, Social Studies, Science,
and a curriculum coordinator. Teaming is the most productive plan for helping students
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move from middle school to high school and for giving them an opportunity to succeed
(Habeeb, 2013). The ninth grade academy is a functioning body of educators operating
in this school with the ultimate task of doing what needs to be done in order for students
to have the best possible chance of remaining in school until graduation. Teaming in the
academy was a very successful action where teachers can collaborate on students in the
academy and be proactive in deterring anything that would hinder their success. In this
collaborative environment, the teachers in the academy take an active role in doing what
they can to keep students on track to graduate beginning in the ninth grade.
The third major theme that emerged from the data was relationships with teachers
and administrators. The teachers knew the importance of students having positive
relationships with their teachers and administrators. It was the belief of the teachers that
with positive relationships, they have a chance at reaching students and keeping them in
school.
The fourth theme that emerged from the data was student engagement. Through
the credit and grade recovery intervention, teachers felt that if the curriculum was tailored
to the student’s learning style, then they could reach a level of success in the classroom.
Even though the intervention was designed to help students recover a failed course, the
teaching of the curriculum differently could help them as they retake the course through
this program. If the course materials are understandable within the curriculum, then
students can become engaged in the lesson. By being engaged, students can grow
academically and may not have to rely on this intervention or any other interventions in
the future.
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From the results of the data, I created a professional development project (see
Appendix A). I designed the project to provide professional development in applying
effective teaching strategies that help students to be successful in the Common Core
Curriculum. The professional development included strategies that teachers can use with
students in both the college bound track and those who may choose a nontraditional
track. The project not only address the curriculum, but also the strategies can be used in
other interventions within the academy, mainly, the in school and after school tutoring
program and credit and grade recovery program. Through collaboration, teachers were
able to focus on students who were on the verge of dropping out and be in a position to
offer interventions more effectively.
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Section 3: The Project
Introduction
In a high school located in Northeast Louisiana, teachers in the ninth grade
academy are facing challenges concerning what to do in order to keep students from
dropping out of school. Interventions have been in place to help students who are on the
brink of dropping out to remain in school. However, from the results of the collected
data, teachers have a common stance that if the curriculum is tailored to address the needs
of the students, they have a better chance of remaining in school. Because of the rigors
of the new curriculum, teachers were not adequately prepared to teach every child in the
class. Teachers felt that the curriculum was a one-size fit and did not address the learning
styles of a diverse class. In order for students to be successful, a different approach to
teaching is needed to engage students in the classroom. Out of these concerns, a
professional development model was designed to incorporate the concept of meaningful
engaged learning (MEL).
Description of the Project
Brief Description of the Project
Out of the results from the study, I developed a professional development plan
called Rams in Pursuit of Perfection, also known as RPP. RPP is designed to provide
specific teaching strategies that fall under the main goal of MEL. The strategies that
teachers will learn are research based and come from the following resources: Instruction
for All Students, Helping Students Motivate Themselves, and Kagan Cooperative
Learning. The resources listed provide hands-on activities and instructional strategies
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that teachers can use in the classroom for the benefit of engaging students in meaningful
engaged learning. I contacted Kagan Publishing and requested permission to use its
intellectual properties in the study (see Appendix F). Kagan Publishing granted approval
to use their intellectual property as long as I cite the work in the study (see Appendix G).
I also contacted Just Ask Publications and received permission to use their intellectual
property in the study (see Appendix H). There will be one session dedicated to
vocabulary development and incorporating it into the curriculum. The strategies that
have been chosen serve in a two-fold manner: First, strategies will help teachers instruct
their classes in a way that will engage students and give students the opportunity to be
successful in the classroom. Second, the strategies will make the curriculum learner
friendly by allowing the teacher to be creative in teaching without diverting away from
the rigors of the curriculum, and the curriculum will be tailored for students who are on
the college-bound as well as the non-college-bound tracks.
The training will take place on three full Saturdays during the first semester of the
school year contingent upon all Walden University approvals. Prior to the beginning of
the first training session, personnel from the Louisiana Department of Education will
present teachers a calendar of events along with an overview of the professional
development plan. To compensate for teachers’ time during their off days, teachers will
be presented a stipend the month following the completion of the last training. During
the first training day, the instructor of the training will review the purpose of the trainings
and explain the rubric for evaluation so that teachers may understand what is required to
receive the stipends. Teachers will be under a contractual obligation to fulfill the
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requirements of the training in order to receive the stipend. After completing the
necessary paperwork to participate, teachers will begin the first session. In Session 1 of
the training, teachers will focus on engaging students in learning. Before the next session
begins, teachers will be required to incorporate what they learned in the previous training
and to bring evidence back to the next training. The first session will be the second
Saturday in September, followed by Sessions 2 and 3 in October and November,
respectively, contingent upon all Walden University approvals. Teachers will be required
to maintain a binder of all the resources given and notes taken, as well as examples of the
strategies that have been incorporated to engage students in learning.
The last part of the project will consist of the evaluation of the binders by
members of the administrative team from the central office. A completed binder that has
been approved by district personnel will qualify teachers to receive the stipend for
participation. If the administrative team does not approve a binder, the team will offer
recommendations to participants in order to correct any errors. Once participants have
corrected those errors, they will be eligible to receive their stipend.
Goals of the Project
Even if the curriculum seems to teachers to be a one-size-fits-all model, the
strategies will give teachers access to an array of approaches to teaching so that each
child is engaged in class, and these strategies will not detract from curriculum alignment.
The overall goal of the project is to incorporate teaching strategies from the approach of
meaningful engaged learning. The purpose identified in Section 1 of the study was to
determine how schools use interventions to help students remain in school. In
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interviewing teachers, the interventions used in the academy were an effective means of
helping students be successful in the ninth grade. However, the interventions alone did
not offer a significant change in reducing the dropout rate. When students took
advantage of the interventions in place, they positioned themselves to remain on track to
staying in school. On the other hand, teachers felt that if they could teach the curriculum
in a manner tailored to the students’ learning styles, the students would have greater
chance of being engaged, which would lead to a higher probability that they would
remain in school (Stout & Christenson, 2009). Teachers in the study echoed the
sentiment that the current curriculum, being taught the way it is, presents more of a
problem than a solution for students in the ninth grade academy. Students who are
already struggling or have failed a grade previously have even a tougher time adapting to
the rigors of the curriculum. Students who are engaged in the classroom have the
opportunity to experience victories in the classroom and to develop a sense of self-worth.
Rationale
Rationale for Why This Project Genre Was Chosen
In an attempt to equip teachers in the ninth grade academy to be more effective
with interventions that are in place to help students remain in school, this project
involved the production of a professional development plan. Successful professional
development plans align with current principles regarding how to enhance learning in the
classroom (Hanover Research, 2012). The professional development plan evolved from
the data that were collected and analyzed. The plan entails instructing and developing
teachers so that they can incorporate strategies from the approach of meaningful, engaged
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learning that will better help students to succeed in the new curriculum.
The curriculum that is in place at this school allows every student to be on a
college-bound track. Although there are other pathways that students may choose, such
as a basic diploma track or a career-options track, students are still required to be
proficient in the new curriculum. The challenge for teachers is determining how to
engage all students in the classroom, whether they are college bound or not. Teachers
must be willing to change their teaching styles so that every child who enters their
classroom has the ability to have classroom success (Branyon, 2012). Being that teachers
have been subject to a new evaluation system based on student performance on
standardized testing and have not had enough time for training in implementing the new
curriculum, they have operated and taught in survival mode, teaching what needs to be
known for students to pass the test. In this mode, a great number of students have fallen
behind because of the pace and the benchmarks that students need to have reached by a
certain date. From the results of the data, it was discovered that students who were not
able to keep up with the pace of instruction became frustrated, especially students in
Algebra I. These frustrations led to the implementation of the interventions discussed in
Section 2. Even though the interventions were in place, the credit or grade recovery and
in-school or afterschool tutoring program instructors were not prepared to employ the
necessary strategies to help students and ease their frustrations. In the process, several
students dropped out of school. Their decisions to drop out were a direct result of not
progressing academically due to a lack of engagement. However, when students are
engaged in the classroom, not only are they becoming active participants in the class;
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teachers are also empowered to help students achieve their academic goals (Joselowsky
& Aseltine, 2009).
Rationale for How the Problem Will Be Addressed
For the project, I chose to develop a professional development plan that would
give teachers strategies for how to teach the new curriculum by having students engaged
in learning. The professional development plan will enhance the intent of the new
curriculum by having students become more involved in the structure of how they learn
and by prompting teachers to create a culture that will facilitate that. Student engagement
will encourage students to take more of an ownership role in their learning (Joselowsky
& Asetine, 2009). Teachers who make it possible for students to be successful in the
classroom by aiding them in rising above academic challenges, helping them to grasp the
concepts being taught, and developing a positive culture in the classroom create an
atmosphere in which students feel valued, want to learn, and thus become engaged (Faria,
Freire, Galvao, Reis, & Baptista, 2012). There have been studies that have linked how
teachers design their classes and how students are involved in those classes to student
engagement and reducing the risk of students dropping out (Faria et al., 2012). At this
school, there are huge deficits in reading and writing that can have an effect on the
success students can have in the classroom. The plan in choosing this project was to
devise a way to improve academic success for students in the ninth grade academy by
being able to engage students in the new curriculum. Many of the students in the ninth
grade academy face academic challenges in adapting to the rigors of the new curriculum.
Given these challenges, the academy has sought to implement interventions by
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attempting to minimize frustrations and providing assistance to deter students from
dropping out of school. Although these interventions have had some success, a huge
turnaround of the dropout rate has not occurred. The professional development plan will
give teachers the tools needed to address the deficits students may have and become
catalysts of student engagement in the classroom. With the implementation of a new
curriculum, teachers must be willing to collaborate on strategies and to participate in
intense staff development (Main, 2012). Getting students to be more involved in their
learning can greatly impact the environment of the school and students’ decision to
remain in school (Academy for Educational Development, 2011).
Review of the Literature
Research Associated With the Development of the Project
The literature review for the project begins with an overall view of professional
development. The next section addresses the components of an effective professional
development plan. The last section of the literature review identifies the activities that
will occur during the proposed professional development plan.
Professional Development
Participating in professional development (PD) has been widely considered the
most effective way for teachers to improve how they teach in the classroom (Lutrick &
Szabo, 2012). There is a high demand for students to perform well on standardized
assessments, and PD is essential in training teachers to meet those demands. However,
PD is more than just teachers meeting to discuss meaningless jargon; it is constructive in
training teachers to improve in instruction. PD for teachers is a necessary resource that
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enhances quality teaching in the classroom, and when done effectively, it can improve
academic growth for students (Petrie & McGee, 2012). The focus of PD is teachers
refining their teaching skills and learning strategies for educating their students
(Creemers, Kyriakides, & Antoniou, 2012). In PD, teachers must focus on learning best
teaching practices and how to meet their own learning needs (Yuen, 2012).
Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, the federal government considered the inservicing of teaching staffs for training purposes to be an adequate means for teacher
development (Blandford, 2012). By 1994, government officials understood the need to
make PD meaningful and able to address the current trends and changes in education
(Blandford, 2012). The government developed a number of initiatives to improve PD for
teachers in all schools. Out of these initiatives, four major functions of PD were
developed: PD in schools should enhance individual performance, rectify ineffective
practices, establish the groundwork for the implementation of policy, and facilitate
change (Blandford, 2012).
The majority of teachers believe that meaningful PD presents them with
opportunities to incorporate strategies and ideas learned into their classrooms (Klein &
Meagan, 2009). A school that makes PD a priority becomes focused on what it takes for
teachers to teach at a high level so that students can also learn in the same manner
(Carpenter & Sherretz, 2012). When PD is effective, opportunities for teachers to
improve their skills and improve student outcomes dramatically increase (DarlingHammond, Wei, Richardson, & Orphanos, 2009). Although the priority of PD may
derive from the leadership of the school, teachers must be willing to adapt to new ideas
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and alternative methods to improve their teaching skills in the classroom. PD requires
that teachers become involved in the process of learning themselves in order to promote a
greater learning experience for students (Avalos, 2011).
Components of an Effective Professional Development Plan
Effective PD is a crucial element in the overall scheme of improving the teaching
skills of teachers and the attainment of achievement goals for students (Yuen, 2012). PD
must be not a one-time occurrence, but an ongoing process for teachers to evolve into
productive practitioners. Effective PD allows teachers to learn in a collaborative setting
that fosters continuous learning and development as classroom leaders in instruction
(Petrie et al., 2012). The National Staff Development Council (NSDC, 2011) designed a
model of what effective PD should look like. In the development of this design, seven
components were identified that can be helpful in planning PD. The seven components
are: (a) learning communities, (b) leadership, (c) resources, (d) data, (e) learning design,
(f) implementation, and (g) outcomes.
Learning communities. Research has revealed that teachers who are committed
to mastering their craft of teaching through learning communities often contribute to
developing students who perform at high achievement levels (Little, 2012). Learning
communities should convene often to reflect on how teachers within the community
deliver classroom instruction, and to discuss strategies that may enhance members’
teaching skills (Lutrick & Szabo, 2012). In learning communities, teachers are able to
interact with each other on a consistent basis. These interactions provide support and
guidance for teachers, to grasp the learning they have obtained in order to incorporate in
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the classroom (Eun, 2008). Learning community members share the responsibility of
students reaching their potential in learning (NSCD, 2011). PD can have a significant
impact on how teachers teach and how students learn when it is continuous and installed
through learning communities (Darling-Hammond et al., 2009)

Leadership.

School administrators are solely responsible for the development of a culture in schools
in which teachers are consistently provided opportunities to learn and to grow as
educators (Blandford, 2012). Effective school leaders support teachers and provide them
with opportunities to participate in PD activities within the local school setting and
abroad (Zepeda, 2013). Effective leaders realize that meaningful PD is essential to
producing quality teachers who can address the diverse needs of students in the
classroom (Lutrick & Szabo, 2012). Such leaders understand that as teachers develop, so
do students, and these leaders place a high emphasis on PD learning (NSDC, 2011).
Insightful school leaders not only view school data to determine the needs of teachers for
PD, but also gather information from teachers to get their views on needs for
improvement (Moller & Pankake, 2013). Leaders who embrace ideas for PD from
teachers create an environment in which leaders becomes active participants in and
supporters of the PD program (Moller & Pankake, 2013).

Resources. For PD to be

effective, resources (human and financial) must be readily available to meet the needs of
teachers who will be participating (Blanford, 2012). Resources that include funding,
personnel, technology, and materials are essential to the success of PD sessions. Whether
it is the school district or the local school investing these resources for PD, the resources
have to be used in a manner that is wise and responsible in order to sustain the
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effectiveness of the program (Luttrick & Szabo, 2012). Because teachers are considered
life-long learners, school officials must be willing to invest the necessary resources to
continue to develop their skills in the classroom (Hargreaves & Fullan, 2012).
Depending on the need, school officials must fully support meaningful PD activities that
improve teaching. Although there are ways to trim operating costs of PD, this should not
be done at the expense of implementing PD that fully serves the students and teachers of
the school. Ideally, schools that are already technology-rich sites and have personnel on
staff who can conduct PD can become valuable resources for school districts to lower
operating costs. The goal is to get the best PD product available with the funds and
resources that are available. Resources, or the lack thereof, can make the difference
between a great PD program, a lackluster program, and no program at all.
Data. PD should be designed based on teacher and student needs that derive from
the data of the school. Although data can come from a variety of sources, schools and
school systems alike focus more on results from standardized testing (Lutrick & Szabo,
2012). However, teachers in an effective PD program not only view standardized test
results, but also view student work samples and information gathered from observation
visits to the classroom (Zapeda, 2013). The data collected from student work samples
can help teachers in discovering possible deficiencies that students may have. PD
becomes more effective when teachers can analyze these sources of data and make the
PD sessions meaningful in addressing student needs (Darling-Hammond & Richardson,
2009). Data help teachers understand the students they are teaching and how best to meet
their educational needs (Bernhardt, 2013). Since schools officials gather data
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comprehensively, they would want to look at specifics in the data that could become a
focus for improvement in a PD session (Bernhardt, 2013). School officials should not
interpret data in a single setting, but collaboratively over several meetings to construct a
PD session that would have a definite impact on the needs of the teachers and students.
Learning design. In being an educator, the expectation of being a life-long
learner is no longer just a saying, but is a necessity in order to teach effectively with the
growing changes in education (Bernhardt, 2013). However, because teachers are
constantly learning more, research has shown that PD sessions have been designed to
focus on content instead of teachers learning how to improve their skills in the classroom
(Webster-Wright, 2009). Learning designs should boost teacher performance by
incorporating theories and research into PD sessions (NSCD, 2011). When deciding on
a learning design for PD, teachers or school officials must determine what will be the
purpose and intended outcomes of the design (NSDC, 2011). Those in charge of creating
PD sessions should develop the learning design to align with the needs and achievement
goals set forth by school leadership. In the learning design, teachers provide assessment
and feedback to one another to promote teacher growth (NSCD, 2011). In determining
the learner design, developers must take into consideration the layout of the design and
whether it would benefit the PD sessions. The design of the learning should develop or
add new skills, transform practice, and motivate teachers to become better instructors
(NSDC, 2011).
Implementation. The implementation of the PD activities should be continuous
and have various forms of assessment, feedback, and support (Lutrick & Szabo, 2012).
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School officials must support teachers that are implementing a change in practice and
allow for teacher learning evolvement over an indefinite period of time (NDSC, 2011).
The school district and officials should monitor the progress of implementation and
provide the necessary supports, time, and feedback needed to arrive at the intended goal
of increased student learning. It is important for school officials and teachers to know
that the results of the PD activities for implementation may not be a total fit for every
class. School officials are charged with responsibility of providing continuous feedback
and support to teachers in order to promote teacher development (Lutrick & Szabo,
2012). When school officials support teachers on a regular basis, teachers feel that they
are making positive progress in teaching students and through collaborating with one
another are able to develop new ideas or strategies for teaching that can benefit the entire
school (Lutrick & Szabo, 2012).
Outcomes. Instructors should deliver PD in a manner by which a link between
teacher involvement and student outcomes connect (Daugherty, 2009). PD that elevate
student results address student outcomes and teacher performance (NSDC, 2011). When
PD can combine the student outcomes with teacher performance, the link that connects is
an indication that the PD has an effect on increased student learning (NSDC, 2011). In
PD activities, outcomes for both teachers and students should match the standards
established by the local school district (Lutrick & Szabo, 2012). Teachers participating
in PD activities must have a clear understanding of what student outcomes should be
(Timperly, Farrar, & Fung, 2008). The significance of knowing student outcomes
prepares teachers for understanding exactly what items instructors should address in PD.
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Teachers who participate in continuous and effective PD sessions share the burden of not
only engaging their students, but also believing that all students will achieve their
academic goals (Timperly et al., 2008).
Weekend PD Sessions
Being a participant in PD activities on the weekends presents a unique
opportunity for teachers to learn away from the normal school setting (Baumgartner,
Dicarlo, & Apavaloaie, 2011). Full-day PD on weekends provide teachers the time
needed to absorb the material being presented and best practices on how to incorporate
the learning in the classroom. PD instructors plan and deliver weekend sessions in a
manner that teacher’s time is meaningful. It is important that PD activities are
meaningful and that teachers have bought into the vision of staff development on
weekends. Teachers who are willing to pursue PD on weekends understand the
importance of learning as a professional and the impact it can have on student learning.
Collaboration in PD
In the proposed professional development plan, teachers will collaborate often
and consistently throughout the sessions. Research reveals that when all teachers
collaborate with increased student learning in mind, then students learn (DarlingHammond et al., 2009). In order to compare ideas and beliefs, teachers in these sessions
will collaborate with not only those that teach the same content, but also across the
content. The activities presented in the plan will cause for teacher collaboration in order
for feedback and assessment of the things learned throughout the session can take place.
Assessment and feedback in this manner will improve their teaching skills and overall
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provide a better learning opportunity for students.
Teacher Modeling in PD Activities
During the proposed PD, teachers will model strategies from the PD sessions.
Teacher will be able to observe through video models of teaching as examples of what
implementing new strategies should look like in the classroom. For PD to be effective
and assessment true to student learning, there has to be a model or guide of how to teach
(Reeves, 2009). Modeling serves teachers in a two-fold manner; it allows teachers to
examine strategies learned from the viewpoint as students, and provides opportunities for
assessment and feedback from peers. With modeling, the lessons and activities are all
hands-on. Teachers will discuss the different modes of teaching and discover ways that
they can help improve their own students.
Critical Analysis of Research
Meaningful engaged learning is an approach that can be used to engage students
in the classroom. Jones, Valdez, Nowaskowski, and Rasmussen (1994), leading scholars
in MEL, have developed eight indicators of engaged learning that has revolutionized how
MEL should look in today’s classrooms. These indicators provide a roadmap for teachers
to have a solidified focus on making a daunting effort in engaging students in the
classroom. In the project, PD instructors will introduce these indicators so that teachers
will incorporate the activities and strategies of MEL in the classroom.
The focus of the project is to develop ways to get students highly engaged in the
classroom. The principle behind engaging students in the classroom is to encourage
students through motivation and achieving academic victories in the classroom. The
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dynamics of the project will shift the focus of teachers just wanting to see students do
well in school to students taking control of their own learning. Engaged learners are in
full control of how they learn and are high achievers. Engaged learners are focused on
their academic success and at the same time willing to work with others to ensure that
success.
In the project, teachers will learn how to develop class work and activities in the
classroom to engage students in learning. Teachers will design activities that will not
deviate from the rigors of the curriculum and at the same time challenge students to
master concepts. Activities are not limited to just the classroom, but include activities
outside of the classroom that require students to have interaction with other classmates
and outside sources. The tasks are genuine, collaborative, and relate to real-life
scenarios.
The teachers will incorporate strategies learned from the project and learn how to
assess the engagement of students in the classroom. Determining what academic success
will look like through assessing student engagement will be critical for students and the
effectiveness of the project. Because we are promoting that students should have
academic victories in the classroom, teachers will learn how to ensure that all students
will have some form of academic success. The strategies and activities learned in the
project will give teachers the confidence of making this happen. Teachers will spend a
great deal of the time in PD collaborating and interacting with one another. In these
collaborative settings, teachers complete these actions so that students in the classroom
will learn to do the same. For effective engaged learning in the classroom to take place,
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teachers must require consistent interaction between themselves and the students
(Ladson-Billings, 2009). The interaction in itself produces the ability for students to
learn together in a way that they can learn from each other and provide learner ownership
for the entire class.
In the project, teachers will have several opportunities to model activities during
the sessions. The rationale behind modeling is for teachers to experience the classroom
environment as a student and to seize the opportunity to take control of their learning. In
an engaged classroom, teachers create an environment by which students have the
freedom to take the lead in the classroom. These environments invite students to be
inquisitive, leaders in class discussions, and confident in class collaborations.
Teachers will enter the PD sessions with their own systems of beliefs and
principles. Throughout the project, teachers will be grouped together to discuss concepts
learned and to interact with each other during activities. Grouping students is an
effective means of promoting engaged learning (Ireson & Hallam, 2009). Engaged
learners are able to bring the strengths of each group member to the forefront whereby all
who participate can be active participants in completing the requirements of the
classroom. With grouping, engaged learners are accountable for the success of the task
and are given an opportunity for each group member to enhance their learning.
Within the strategies of the project, teachers will learn how to become facilitators
instead of only lecturers. For effective meaningful learning, teachers play the most
important role in this process (Nystrom, 2014). It is the responsibility of the teacher to
create an atmosphere where students are challenged to learn (Wang & Holcombe, 2010).
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I designed the project in a manner that throughout the sessions teachers will learn
strategies and the tools needed to engage students in learning. In learning how to engage
students in meaningful learning, teachers will learn how the importance of engaging
students can help students become successful in the classroom both individually and
collectively. Engaged learners are able to take their experiences and perceptions from
prior learning outside the classroom and apply them in the classroom (Boud, Keough, &
Walker, 2013).
The research indicates that learners who engage themselves are more apt to have
positive student achievement (NCREL, 2014). Students increase the ability to learn when
they become involved or motivated in things that are meaningful. Motivation is one of
the key aspects of MEL and is needed to maintain and support students in the classroom.
Motivation is the driving force behind the desire to get something accomplished.
Motivation plays a vital role in the learning process. Motivation is not only the boost that
propels students to learn, but also is the means that keeps learning active (Singh, Singh,
& Singh, 2011). Students must be intrinsically motivated in order for them to be highly
engaged in the classroom. Intrinsic motivation is an important component of learning at
a high level by which positive academic outcomes derive (Spinath & Steinmayr, 2012).
Being intrinsically motivated allow for students to take on tasks or activities in the
classroom that gives them the freedom in developing their learning (Spinath &
Steinmayr, 2012). Teachers who understand that motivating their students can impact
achievement for their students. The determination for students to succeed far outweighs
the current time, but could affect success in future endeavors (Hardre, 2012). Teachers
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that place an emphasis on learning goals and not necessarily performance goals have a
better chance at motivating their students in the classroom (Spinath & Steinmayr, 2012).
Although a great focus in schools has been on achievement, more frequently than not, it
does not improve motivation (Hardre, 2012). On the other hand, if schools could
understand the importance of motivating students, motivation can be improved.
Classrooms that are engaged in MEL advocate and support student’s motivation to learn.
Classrooms that embrace student’s willingness to achieve promote an environment by
which students will have academic success (Hardre, 2012).
Another aspect of MEL is the relationships between the teacher and the students
in the class setting. Relationships are at the core of whether a student’s educational
outcomes are attainable or not (Giles, Smythe & Spence, 2012). There has been
sufficient research performed that has established that positive relationships between
students and teachers have a positive impact on achievement and motivation (Gehlbach,
Brinkworth, & Harris, 2012). Additionally, there have been studies that linked teachers
who enjoy their students and students that enjoy their teachers as positive forces that
promote engagement and success in the classroom (Frenzel, Goetz, Lüdtke, Pekrun, &
Sutton, 2009). Positive relationships between students and teachers develop trust
between the two parties. Students who know that relational teachers will challenge them,
show concern about their learning and their well-being, often are successful in these
settings.
Finally, in MEL teachers must have activities than can be used for all learning
styles and be able to connect that learning to real life context. Student learning should
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serve as the ability for students to make sense out of what they have learned (Brophy,
2013). With learning activities, teachers must find ways to inspire students to produce
the skills needed to progress through the activities so that the desired student outcome is
consistent with what intention of those activities (Brophy, 2013). Student engagement
levels are high when students are involved in an activity, especially when the activity
involves group members, compared to independent activities where there are no social
interactions and no understanding what is being taught (Shernoff & Csikszentmihalyi,
2009).
Description of the Project
Outline
The goal of this project is to implement teaching strategies into the curriculum
that would help students be successful in the classroom by being engaged in the
classroom through the approach of meaningful engaged learning. From the data
collected, teachers agreed that the curriculum is not conducive for all the students in the
ninth grade academy. The design of the curriculum takes the creativity out of the
classroom. With the implementation of a new curriculum, teachers had to adapt to a new
style of teaching their students. Unfortunately, there were only a few strategies at their
disposal to be effective and ensuring academic success in the classroom. There was a
commonality that all students should be challenged and meet the requirements as
mandated by the Louisiana Department of Education, but there must be other means
available to get the goal accomplished of every child being successful in the classroom.
Therefore, I determined that teachers needed additional strategies to use with the new
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curriculum so that students will have the opportunity to succeed in the classroom through
engagement.
I created a professional development plan that would instruct teachers on how to
incorporate teaching strategies from the approach of meaningful engaged learning that
will engage students in the classroom. As the project developer, I composed a
professional development plan that will be cover teacher training for three full days.
Sessions will be scheduled in the first semester of the school year on the second Saturday
of each month beginning in September followed by October and November respectively
contingent upon all Walden University approvals. Due to the sessions being held on
Saturdays, teachers will be awarded a stipend for participation. The three sessions of the
professional plan cover the following topics: (a) engaging students in learning and
grouping students to maximize learning, (b) understanding vocabulary, and (c) effective
questions prompts and discussion to generate writing. The presenters will be personnel
from the regional office of the state department of education of Louisiana. In these
sessions, teachers will work hands-on with activities, complete sample items, and
collaborate with one another on implementing strategies throughout all subject areas.
All sessions will have power point presentations in reference to strategies and
activities to implement strategies. Session one will have introductory slides that deal
with demographics and data about the school setting that sessions two and three will not
have. The strategies and activities that will be used in the professional development plan
come from researched based strategies from Kagan cooperative learning, instruction for
all students, and helping students motivate themselves. The authors of these publications
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have given me permission to use their intellectual property in the study. All strategies
and activities are designed to engage students in the classroom and ties in overall to the
approach of meaningful engaged learning.
At the end of the sessions, teachers will be given a professional development
stipend for participating. Teachers will be required to keep a binder that includes all
power point presentations with strategies, handouts, activities to incorporate in the class,
and examples of strategies (student samples). The binder is a comprehensive portfolio
that proves the use of the strategies in the classroom by the teachers and is a requirement
to receive the stipend.
Needed Resources
In order to have these sessions for the professional development plan, there must
be enough funding to cover the cost of such a plan. I will consult with the reading/math
coordinator at the site to determine the cost and if the budget will allow. The school
where the project will take place is a Title 1 school and funding is set aside in the budget
for professional development. There must be enough funding available to cover the cost
of the presenters, to pay stipends, and the materials needed for teachers. Teachers will
need items such as highlighters, markers, pens and binders.
Permission from the local school board is needed to conduct these sessions on
Saturdays. Since this is not during school hours, arrangements must be made to use the
school site and account for utility use. Permission to use the site has to come from the
superintendent.
Implementation
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Implementation Plan
The professional development plan will take place in the school year following all
Walden University approvals. The first round of the sessions will be geared toward
teachers in the ninth grade academy. As the developer, I want to focus on the ninth grade
academy teachers because the students in this grade are the most at need of being
engaged in school. If needed, I will offer a refresher session in the spring semester to
revisit the strategies so that teachers are still on track with implementing the strategies
learned. Also, toward the end of the spring semester, I would want to convene a session
with teachers in the academy to evaluate their successes and concerns they may have for
improving the plan. If there are any suggestions for improvements, teachers are to bring
to the session research based strategies or ideas that could improve the professional
development.
Roles and Responsibilities of Teachers
I designed the project so that teachers would learn additional strategies to engage
students in the curriculum through the approach of meaningful engaged learning.
Teachers will be required to attend all sessions. At the beginning of the first session,
teachers will be asked to sign a contract (see Appendix I) meeting the obligations of the
professional development sessions and requirements of receiving the stipend. At each
session there will be a sign in and sign out sheet (see Appendix J) and an evaluation sheet
(see Appendix K) to complete. The sign in/sign out sheet indicates that the teachers were
present and the evaluation sheet gives the teachers the opportunity to provide any
recommendations for improvement to the professional development. After each session,
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teachers are to implement the strategies learned into their classrooms. These strategies
are to be noted in their lesson plans and listed on the board as daily learning objectives.
Evidence of the strategies used by teachers will reflect in student sample works or
activities along with informal observations of the administrative staff of the school.
Teachers are required to include student work samples and observation reports for the
evaluation of the binder to receive their stipends. The binder will serve as a completed
portfolio of all the information noted in the binder.
Project Evaluation
Based on the implementation plan and roles of the teachers, the evaluation of the
project will come from three areas: (a) the grading of the portfolio, (b) observation
reports from the administrative staff (Appendix L), and (c) the teacher session in the
spring semester following the incorporating of the strategies. The portfolio will have a
rubric (Appendix M) that will cover the strategies taught, the implementation of those
strategies, and every item that is required to be in the portfolio for teachers to receive
their stipends. The observations from the administrative staff will give insight into
whether the strategies learned are working in the classroom. Administrators will be
looking specifically at how teachers are engaging students in the classroom and if
teachers are creating an atmosphere by which engagement is taking place. The teacher
session in the spring semester will give teachers the opportunity to evaluate the
effectiveness of the professional development plan and whether changes are needed to
enhance the plan.
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Project Implications
With students at risk of dropping out in the ninth grade in this school district, a
project that can engage them in learning is important for their hope of remaining in
school (Sleeter, 2011). Dropping out of school is not just a schooling issue but carries
over into adulthood and becomes a social issue as well (Khalkhali, Sharifi, & Nikyar,
2013). In promoting social change, this project serves as an opportunity for teachers in
this school to reach and engage all students no matter their academic learning levels. It
provides a chance for students to have some academic victories in the classroom. The
project uses the approach of MEL by which students become active in their learning,
builds confidence, and gives students ownership of how they learn. The project has
components within it that teachers could use school wide and even on the district level.
The project is diverse enough to use in all grades and not just the ninth grade. One of the
greatest assets to the project is that it gives the teacher the freedom to teach students and
at the same time hold them accountable to the rigors of the curriculum.
Social Change
In the local school community, students are faced with many challenges in trying
to graduate from high school. With some trying to overcome learning deficits and grade
retentions, this project addresses many needs and concerns of the local community.
Students who have struggled academically now will have the opportunity to understand
the importance and the meaning of what they learned. Having students engaged in
learning makes learning interesting, eliminates boredom, helps develop relationships with
teachers and peers, and develops a motivation to want to succeed. Students who may
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have felt that graduating from high school was not an attainable goal can begin to believe
that earning a diploma is within reach. For students, the project can serve as a means by
which learning can be enjoyable and worthwhile. For teachers, the knowledge gained
throughout the project will help them to continue in reinventing themselves and always
striving to do what is necessary to engage their students in learning. For administrators,
the process of developing and believing in the vision of the project and how potentially it
could impact the school by helping students achieve academic success will validate the
belief that despite obstacles and circumstances all students can learn. This project has the
potential of reducing the dropout rate, especially in the current setting. This project can
serve as a model to reduce the dropout rate not only at this school, but also throughout the
district and even the state
Importance to Stakeholders
Locally, this project could help impact the number of students that are in danger
of dropping out by giving teachers different avenues of teaching whereby students can be
highly engaged in learning. At the district level, this project can lead to increase funding
for schools to implement this professional development plan to their teachers so that they
can have the available means to engage students in learning. This project allows for
students to understand and comprehend what is being taught and that the learning has
meaning to real world scenarios. In return, teachers can play a role in student thinking
about becoming positive influences not only to their communities, but also by creating a
positive future for themselves.
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Conclusion
This project study was designed to instruct teachers on implementing strategies in
the curriculum to engage students in learning through the approach of meaningful
engaged learning. Because of a lack of students being engaged, some students failed and
had to repeat courses, while others dropped out. Although there were interventions in
place to help students remain in school, teachers felt that there needed to be a way to
teach the new curriculum in a way that all students could have success in the classroom.
Based on this need, the approach of meaningful engaged learning provides strategies that
teachers can use to engage all students and promote academic success in the classroom.
One of the major goals of the project is for teachers to be equipped to teach in a
way that engages students on a level that is comfortable to them without compromising
the rigors of the curriculum. The second goal for the project is for teachers to be able to
collaborate with colleagues in sharing these strategies that they could be of use in all
subject areas. Lastly, the project will be able to help reinforce these strategies in the
current interventions that are already in place, mainly the in school or afterschool tutoring
and credit or grade recovery programs. In these sessions, the strategies from the project
will allow teachers the opportunity to have more detail in their instruction.
It is the hope that this particular staff development plan could make a positive
impact in the ninth grade academy and eventually to the whole school. Teachers must be
willing to accept that the current curriculum is the guide they have in teaching students,
however there are multiple ways that teaching the curriculum can occur. In teaching the
curriculum, teachers must embrace that learning occurs with both them and the students.
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By providing new strategies to teach in the new curriculum can be a rewarding
experience for teachers as well as students. With this plan, students have the opportunity
to be engaged in class, become motivated about not only being in school, but also
remaining in school to graduation, and equip teachers with the necessary tools to bring
meaningful learning to their classrooms. In Section 4, a summary of how the creation of
the project impacted the researcher will be discussed.
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Section 4: Reflections and Conclusions
Strengths and Limitations
I designed this project to provide teaching strategies for teachers to incorporate
into the curriculum whereby students can engage themselves in learning through the
approach of meaningful, engaged learning. With teachers switching to a new curriculum
and trying to adjust themselves to it, there has not been enough time to train teachers on
new strategies for engaging all students within the classroom. Through effective staff
development in meaningful, engaged learning, the strategies learned would be a huge
asset in engaging students and helping students remain in school.
The problem that teachers are facing is what to do and how to teach in a manner
that will engage all their students in the classroom. In the local setting, there are many
students entering the ninth grade who have trouble staying on course toward promotion to
the 10th grade, not to mention graduation. Teachers have had to adjust to a style of
teaching that is contrary to their traditional way of teaching. In adapting to a new way to
teach, teachers have had to discover ways to engage their students. One of the strengths
of the project is that teachers will have tools and resources that they need to reach every
child in the classroom regardless of learning level. The strategies learned from the
professional development will allow students to have academic victories in the
classroom. At the same time, the lessons will be taught in a way that will not take away
from the rigors of the curriculum.
An additional strength of the project is that teachers will be able to collaborate
with one another on a more consistent basis. The teachers in the ninth grade academy
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will be able to have their own mini staff development sessions during their daily teaming
meetings. In collaborating, they will be able to discuss which strategies are working and
whether there is a need for improvement. The collaboration of the teachers and the
exchange of ideas will promote an atmosphere in which students become the only priority
as learners.
A third strength of the project is that it will give teachers the opportunity to allow
students to have ownership of their learning. In the new curriculum, a point of emphasis
is students taking the lead in the classroom while the teacher becomes a facilitator. The
strategies learned during the staff development plan will allow the teachers to be more
creative in the classroom; when students are engaged, opportunities for student learning
and growth will increase. Students will then become highly involved in every aspect of
the learning process.
Finally, one of the major objectives for students in the ninth grade academy is to
stay on track to graduate. Bloom (2010) indicated that 47% of students dropped out
because of a lack of interest in the classroom. The project will provide many avenues by
which teachers can teach and students can learn. There will be an influx of activities and
techniques that will highly engage students in the classroom. When students are engaged
and having success in the classroom, it is easy for them to be motivated to sustain that
same level of success (Guilloteaux & Domyei, 2008).
Although the project has strengths, there are limitations as well. The project
provides for three full sessions of training that will introduce strategies and provide a
foundation on which teachers can build in regard to meaningful, engaged learning. For
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the project to have a meaningful impact, follow-up sessions will be needed. In order to
grasp a new way of teaching students, more time will be needed so that teachers may
master the approach of meaningful, engaged learning. Teachers will need time to reflect
on how the strategies benefitted their students and will need to be able to evaluate
themselves on how to make the classroom better. To accomplish this, more training will
be needed to reinforce strategies learned during the first round of sessions and to cover
even more strategies in engaging students.
Another limitation of the project is that teachers may not be willing to incorporate
what has been taught in the professional development sessions and change their teaching
styles. The freshman academy teachers have cohesiveness and a sincere desire that all
students in the academy have success. It is important that every teacher in the ninth
grade academy buy in to the changes so that there will not be a group of students left out
of meaningful, engaged learning in the classroom. If just one teacher deviates from the
plan, this could hinder student growth and achievement in regard to student outcomes and
expectations. A way to remedy this limitation is for teachers to have individual meetings
with the principal and the instructional team to discuss what is taking place in the
classroom since the professional development training took place, with evidence from
exams, activities, and lesson plans. In the new teacher evaluation plan, there is a section
solely dedicated to the engagement of students in the classroom. Teachers could have the
implementation of the strategies for engagement tied to their annual evaluation plan.
Lastly, the project is designed to be implemented for students in the ninth grade
academy. However, students in the ninth grade also take elective courses that may
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include upperclassmen. The strategies learned for ninth grade teachers will not yet have
been given to teachers in Grades 10-12. Because of the lack of training for these
teachers, their classroom environment might not be as engaging as in the academy. As a
result, the progress that has been made to learn in a different way may be compromised.
To address this limitation, teachers could present the strategies during departmental
meetings to the other personnel so that strategies are available for every classroom. With
teachers implementing strategies in every classroom, student learning would improve in
every class period. The school would then have students highly engaged in learning,
making progress toward continuous academic victories in every classroom, and learning
would become meaningful for students.
Alternative Solutions
With the implementation of a new curriculum, teachers have faced the task of
reinventing the way in which they teach while figuring out a way to engage students in
the classroom. The project will deal with teachers learning new strategies to implement
in the curriculum that will engage students through the approach of meaningful, engaged
learning. Although only one solution addresses the problem through staff development,
teachers can address the problem of increasing student engagement by other means.
One solution to the problem of student engagement is assessment. Assessment
can improve a student’s desire to be engaged in the classroom if, rather than focusing on
deficiencies, it involves providing feedback to motivate students, emphasizing to them
that their learning is totally dependent on their desire to learn and providing a learning
environment that encourages students to take academic risks in the classroom (Earl,
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2012). I believe that constant interaction between students and teachers could promote
engagement in the classroom. In order for this solution to work, there has to be solid
rapport between teachers and students. Students must know that the teacher has their best
interest at heart and wants them to succeed. In assessment, students would receive
feedback on what needs improvement, and there would always be something positive to
say to encourage students and to help build their confidence.
Another recommendation for addressing this problem is to change the way that
team teaching is done in the academy in regard to increasing the engagement of students.
Currently, students are split into two teams and receive instruction in those teams on a
daily basis. I would recommend that we keep the two teams in place but also allow
teachers to teach across both teams. School counselors would build tine into the schedule
that would allow for whole classes, according to subject area, taught by a teacher on a
different team using the strategies learned in the professional development model. For
teachers, this would provide an opportunity to incorporate the strategies with students
whom they do not necessarily teach daily, offering an opportunity for students to become
engaged learners. Students would be engaged not only within their normal class periods,
but also in different class settings. The end result could boost the confidence of students,
develop another level of motivation toward being successful, and, by ensuring that
students are constantly engaged in meaningful learning, could become a deterrent to
students dropping out.
Lastly, I would group teachers by content in the summer and send them on
collaboration retreats. The chance for teachers to delve into more meaningful, engaged
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learning in a relaxing locale is a major asset of retreats (Education World, 2012). I would
want teachers to be able to bond and take ownership of the strategies learned while still
learning themselves; through this experience, they would be able to provide the best
instruction for students in their content area. A retreat would address the diverse needs of
the students participants teach, how to identify those needs, and what strategies best meet
those needs in order to engage students. Teachers would discuss and develop lessons to
cover those needs and how the curriculum can become student friendly. A retreat for
teachers would promote togetherness among faculty and would motivate teachers to be
the best teachers that they can be.
Analysis of Learning
Scholarship
In the process of completing this study, I discovered a great deal about what
scholarship means. The time spent in researching and reading articles about the topic
was intense. As a beginning researcher, I was not aware of the dedication and discipline
required to complete a doctoral study. I have learned to review the literature and to
observe the literature in a scholarly manner. I began to think as a researcher by looking
at different sources of information and being able to understand the viewpoint of each
author while developing my thoughts about the subject matter.
One of the most intriguing aspects of the study was collecting and analyzing the
data. The answers from the interviews reminded me of the importance a teacher has in
the lives of students. Reading the transcripts and understanding the messages teachers
were conveying made the study come to life. The responses and the concerns of teachers
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helped me to develop a project that has the potential to motivate students to excel in their
academic endeavors.
Project Development and Evaluation
In developing the project, I wanted to create a project that would be meaningful
and effective for teachers and students. Project development is a tedious process. In the
first part of the process, I had to determine what could be done to obtain the result of
getting students engaged in learning, whereby both students and teachers would have
success in the classroom. In the data, teachers identified needs for students and possible
solutions to these needs. In order to meet needs in the classroom, teachers require more
training. After identifying that engaging students in the curriculum had become a
problem, I began to research literature to determine which best practices were available
that would assist teachers in engaging students in the classroom.
In dialogue with the teachers, I was able to get more in-depth information about
the problem of engaging students in the curriculum. From the outside looking in, there
was an assumption that teachers were able to deal with this issue by attempting to engage
students in methods with which they were familiar. However, a new curriculum had been
implemented that required a higher level of rigor for students, and teachers were not quite
prepared for the level of engagement needed for students to succeed. There was not only
a new curriculum, but also a new teacher evaluation system tied directly to student
performance. In understanding the dynamics of what the teachers were facing, I was
better informed concerning what direction to go in with regard to developing the project.
In project development, I could have ventured in many directions. After some
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brainstorming sessions and literature review, I decided that a professional development
plan was the route to take. I even reviewed literature on professional development
models and how to make them meaningful. In the final analysis, a professional
development plan that rewarded teachers with a stipend and provided resources and
strategies to engage students in the curriculum was established. To make the plan more
effective, I decided to key on a specific level of engagement through the approach of
meaningful, engaged learning. In this area of engagement, students will have academic
success in the classroom because teachers will be equipped with strategies that can
engage students in the classroom no matter the learning level. Although this was the idea
of the project in theory, the process of development took time to come together. I had
internal debates within myself on how to arrange the sessions, who would present
strategies during the sessions, and the days to hold these sessions. It was a constant
process of revising and making sure all the parts of the plan would come together. I
learned that there are no perfect projects. All projects have room for improvement, and
developers can create them better or differently.
The evaluation of the project is an ongoing process. Because the implementation
of the project will occur in the future, I expect that after implementation, possible
changes to the plan will help to determine the effectiveness reaching the goal of engaging
students in the curriculum. The evaluation of the project will be crucial to the success of
the teachers and the students. Developers must refine the project enough so that teachers
have the tools necessary to make adjustments to the strategies they have learned in
professional development for each class they teach. The evaluation will provide insight
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concerning what developers can do to cover any deficiencies in the plan to create a more
comprehensive plan that teachers can use at the local school and throughout the school
district.
Leadership and Change
As the process of the study continued, I began to realize that change is a factor in
getting the desired result of student engagement in learning. Change would not be
limited to teachers but would affect leadership as well. I, as a leader in the school, must
be willing to make the necessary changes to ensure that students receive the best
academic environment possible. In my position of leadership, I have learned from this
project that, ultimately, I serve as an instructional leader as well as an agent of change.
For change to be effective, I must wholeheartedly believe in the concepts and the
principles of the project and believe that this course of action will offer a great benefit for
the students. In the leadership role, it will be important for me to get the staff to buy into
the changes we must make in regard to what strategies we use and how we teach.
Change is not always easy to implement, but sometimes it is necessary to adapt with the
times. Within the realm of change in education, there will always be challenges that
teachers and administrators must face. The study has given me direction in helping
teachers through the challenges we face at the local setting. Through the research and
development of the study, as a leader, I have become more aware of the importance of
supporting teachers and the academic program. I have embraced the mindset needed to
make the necessary changes to the academic program that will best benefit the students. I
have accepted the fact that change is not always a bad thing, but a means to get a desired
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result.
Self-Reflection
Analysis of Self as Scholar
I am a firm believer in the idea that a person is never too old or too smart to learn
something new or how to do something better. The knowledge I have gained from the
study has helped to develop me as a scholar. Although I was familiar with some of the
subject matter, it became apparent that a deeper understanding of the subject matter was
needed. For most of my administrative career, I shied away from the workings of the
curriculum because we had others on staff who had more expertise in that area. I was
comfortable with being a manager of everything else in the school. The doctoral study
has totally transformed my thinking as an instructional leader. I am now thinking as a
scholar who is also a manager of a school. Because of the experience of completing this
study, I am now not afraid of reviewing the curriculum and providing insight on what is
needed for our students to have a better experience in the classroom. The process of
becoming a scholar involves being courageous and being able to persevere. As a scholar,
I now have no fear of taking risks for the betterment of my students.
Analysis of Self as Practitioner
As a practitioner, I found that the project study seemed to close the gap between
the time I taught in the classroom and my time in administration. It reminded me of the
awesome task that teachers face in today’s classroom. The study allowed me to immerse
myself in the curriculum and to develop ideas on how to engage the students in the
classroom. As a practitioner, I became passionate about the success the project could
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have in helping students to remain in school and stay on track for graduation. Effective
school leaders impact what goes on in the classroom and student success in learning
(Horng & Loeb, 2010). In performing class observations of teachers, I began to think of
ways in which teachers could instruct more effectively and how the strategies of the
project would fit in with what teachers were doing in the classroom. As a practitioner, I
could imagine myself in the classroom completing tasks so that all students would be
engaged, as well as being able to share those things with the staff. The greatest thing I
learned is that I was comfortable enough to go into any classroom and apply the
strategies and activities from the project to engage students. Even as an administrator, I
understood what it took to be the lead example in fostering student learning.
Analysis of Self as Project Developer
As a project developer, I discovered how detailed the project should be
constructed in order to have a legitimate chance of being effective. Although initially it
seemed as though the project could serve as a solo plan of mine, I learned the importance
of analyzing the responses and feedback from the teachers would be helpful in addressing
the problem. As a project developer, I had to research best practices on student
engagement and make decisions on what would best to help the school. At first, I did not
understand the concept of developing a professional development plan. I not only had to
research the strategies needed for the professional development plan, but I also had to
research the origins of professional development plans and the most effective way to
deliver it. The professional development plan had to be meaningful and worth-while for
teachers to have an interest in attending. In developing the project, I had to learn to
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design the project so that it would address the needs for teachers and students. I learned
to be creative in the project in order to maintain the attention of the teachers and for
teachers to realize the importance of how change will affect their performance in the
classroom. There were many phases in the development of the project. I had to become
patient in the construction of the plan and to make sure that the activities and strategies
were addressing the needs of the students. I had to make sure that the time spent in the
project was being used wisely and efficiently. As a project developer, I gained a sense of
ownership in the fact that I was constructing a professional development plan that could
be used at the local setting and throughout the district.
The Project’s Potential Impact on Social Change
There are many reasons why students choose to drop out of school. In this local
setting, students face many challenges in having success in the classroom at the ninth
grade level. With the implementation of a new curriculum, students were attempting to
adjust to a more rigorous way of learning and teachers a new way of teaching. In this
setting, there are ninth grade students who have deficiencies in learning, some are one or
more years behind, and they can potentially become dropout candidates. In this project
study, I was trying to help address this issue through engaging students in the classroom.
In the curriculum, students are required to be more than just higher order thinkers but also
discussion initiators. The implementation of the project will challenge students in the
classroom at levels where they are both comfortable and uncomfortable. Students can be
comfortable in the fact that some activities may give them instant academic success in the
classroom and uncomfortable when the curriculum requires them to push beyond the
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norm. In both instances, the project helps build student confidence in the classroom. In
regards to impacting social change, a project of this magnitude can change the landscape
on how schools view the disengaged student and those who may be potential dropouts not
only in the ninth grade, but also in the tenth through twelfth grades. Within the project,
there are enough strategies and activities that teachers can use for student engagement in
the classroom. However, this is not to say that this project is the only means by which
teachers can engage students in learning, but it does has the potential of being a model to
help students become successful in the classroom and to decrease the dropout rate.
Implications, Applications, and Directions for Future Research
This particular project has been developed to assist the local school setting in
getting students engaged in learning through the approach of meaningful engaged
learning. Although the project can serve as an important resource for schools, there is
still a great need for future research. Future research implications could include teacher
training on a larger scale by observing schools in other states or attending recognized
national conferences on meaningful engaged learning. A major change that will deviate
from the project is that teachers in the local setting will lead the staff development
sessions instead of personnel from the state department of education.
Another future implication and application might include the use of the project in
the middle school and upper elementary grades. States have recognized the need for early
warning systems for students in regards to being able to identify students who display
characteristics of dropping out of school (Obrien, 2012). Balfanz (2009) suggested that
providing students with activities that promote engagement is effective and reduces the
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chances of them dropping out of school. With incorporating the strategies learned from
the project, teachers could use the same approach in engaging students at the lower
levels. The idea is that if they are accustomed to being engaged in the classroom, then
they will understand what it will take to have the desired results in the classroom.
A project of this nature can lead to many other avenues for future research. A
study could be conducted to determine the effectiveness of the project with students in
the ninth grade or in a ninth grade academy. Another study could be done to determine if
the project has any bearing on whether students drop out of school or not. In regards to
the curriculum, a study could be conducted to measure whether students became engaged
in learning and progressed in the learning environment. There are unlimited possibilities
for future research to add to the knowledge of what exists, as well as discovering new
ideas.
My vision for academic success has greatly increased because of the project
study. The mission is to offer every child that walks through the doors of the school an
opportunity for teachers to engage them in learning and have academic success. I feel I
have made a contribution to the field of education. The eagerness to provide a resource
that can change the way students learn and offer them the reward of knowing that being
in school and learning is meaningful has transformed my mind to believe that every child
can learn.
Conclusion
The purpose of this project study was to address the need for teachers to learn
strategies on how to engage students in the curriculum through the approach of
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meaningful engaged learning. Through conducted interview responses, a staff
development plan was created to address the need of being able to engage students in the
new curriculum. The plan was designed to provide teachers with activities and strategies
that would engage students in the class and to provide students with the opportunity to
have academic success in the classroom.
In the completion of this study, I have learned valuable information about what it
takes to be a researcher and how to develop a resource that will enhance the academic
environment of students in the ninth grade academy. In completing the study, I now feel
more of an instructional leader instead of just being a school manager. I feel that the
completion of this body of work will promote social change. The study has the potential
of having a positive impact not only at the local level, but also at the district level. It is
my hope that students everywhere can be motivated and changed by being engaged in
learning through meaningful engaged learning.
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Meaningful Engaged Learning:
A Professional Development
Plan

Designed for
9th Grade Academy Teachers

By: Eric V. Davis
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Purpose of Rams in Pursuit of Perfection (RPP)
A staff development plan in meaningful engaged learning

The overall purpose of the professional development is to give teachers access to
strategies that they could use to insure Meaningful Engaged Learning within the
classroom. RPP was developed to provide specific teaching strategies that fall under the
goal of meaningful engaged learning. The strategies that will be used came from three
sources: Instruction for all students, helping students motivate themselves, and Kagan
cooperative learning. RPP was also designed to train teachers in engaging students in
learning and grouping students to maximize learning, understanding vocabulary, and
effective questioning prompts and discussions to generate writing in the Common Core
curriculum. The sessions will run as follows:
Session 1:

Engaging students in learning and grouping students

Session 2:

Understanding Vocabulary

Session 3:

Effective questioning prompts and discussion to generate writing
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Rams in Pursuit of Perfection
(RPP)
Calendar of Events
Upon all Walden University Approvals
Engaging Students in Learning, Grouping Students to Maximize
Learning, Understanding Vocabulary & Effective Questioning
Prompts and Discussion to Generate Writing
Session 1

Upon all Walden University Approvals

(Engaging Students in Learning and Grouping Students to Maximize Learning)
Session 2

Upon all Walden University Approvals
(Understanding Vocabulary)

Session 3

Upon all Walden University Approvals

(Effective Questioning Prompts & Discussion to Generate Writing)

Portfolios Checked

(Sessions 1, 2, 3)

Participants will be available for observation from any or all of the
following personnel:
Campus Administration
Central Office-Instructional Team
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G.I.S.T.ing
Is a strategy to help students
paraphrase and summarize
information. Students are
required to limit the gist of a
paragraph to a set number of
words. Individual sentences from
a paragraph are presented one at
a time while students create a
gist that must contain only the
set number of words.
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Word Analysis
Word Analysis for ______________________

Definition (Like)

Contrast (Unlike)

Examples

West Virginia State Department of Education (2012). Teach
21strategybank. Retrieved from http://wvde.state.wv.us/strategybank/.
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What I
KNOW

What I
WANT to
Know

HOW I will
find the
information

What I
LEARNED

West Virginia State Department of Education (2012). Teach 21strategy bank.
Retrieved from http://wvde.state.wv.us/strategybank/.
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Linear Arrays
Linear arrays are a strategy to extend vocabulary by asking students to extend their
understanding of words. Using opposites on each end, students add words that are in
between.

Beautiful

Ugly

West Virginia State Department of Education (2012). Teach 21strategy bank.
Retrieved from http://wvde.state.wv.us/strategybank/.

Vocab-O-Gram
Use Vocabulary to make predictions about…
The Setting
What will the setting be like?
The Characters

What will the characters be like?

The Problem or Goal

What might the problem or goal in this story be?

The Actions

What might happen in this story?

The Resolution

How might this story end?

Questions

What Questions do I have about this story?
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PAVE Map
Sentence from the text:
________________________________________________________________

Word

Predicted Definition:
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________
Association or

Association or Symbol
One Good Sentence of My Own:
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Verified Dictionary Definition:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Another Good Sentence of My Own:
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
West Virginia State Department of Education (2012). Teach 21strategy bank.
Retrieved from http://wvde.state.wv.us/strategybank/.
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4-Fold Vocabulary
In this activity, students fold their papers into rows of 4 sections each. The number of
row can relate to the number of words to be studied. In the first section, the student
writes the word. In the 2nd section, the student writes a definition of the word in their
own words. In the 3rd section, the student draws a picture or symbol to represent the
word. In the 4th section, the student writes a sentence with the word based on their
definition.
After completing the page, the students cut apart the sections and put them in an
envelope. The words are review by having student reassemble the word rows. Students
can trade rows/envelopes with others.

Word

Definition

Oven

kitchen appliance
used for baking or
roasting

Picture

Sentence

We baked
cookies in the
oven.

West Virginia State Department of Education (2012). Teach 21strategy bank.
Retrieved from http://wvde.state.wv.us/strategybank/.
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GUESS THE MEANING
Word

My Guess

Context Meaning

Dictionary’s
Meaning
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Language Collection Sheet
As you read on your own, fill in this chart with words that fit each category.

Words that make me
smile or laugh

Sounds, sights, or
smells that bring tears
to my eyes

Words or phrases that
paint a picture

Words that make
noise

Forbidden words

Action words

West Virginia State Department of Education (2012). Teach 21strategy
bank. Retrieved from http://wvde.state.wv.us/strategybank/.
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Name ________________________

Date ____________________

Meeting New Vocabulary

Word

Drawing Or Symbol For Word

Predicted meaning of word:

_____________________________________________________
Based on that meaning, use this word in a sentence:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Definition from dictionary:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Based on the dictionary's meaning, use this word in a sentence:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

West Virginia State Department of Education (2012). Teach 21strategy
bank. Retrieved from http://wvde.state.wv.us/strategybank/.
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Student VOC Strategy
Vocabulary Word:_________________________________________________

1. Write the sentence where the word is found in the text.

2. Based on the sentence, what do you think the word means?

3. Consult an “expert” for the actual definition (friend, text, dictionary).
Expert:
Expert’s Definition

4.Write the word in a sentence of your own.

5. Choose one of the following ways to help you remember the word’s
meaning: draw a picture; create a movement; connect the word to a
story, song, or news report you’ve heard. Write down how you are
going to remember this word.

6. Explain why you chose this method to remember the word.

West Virginia State Department of Education (2012). Teach 21strategy
bank. Retrieved from http://wvde.state.wv.us/strategybank/.
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Kinesthetic THIEVES
Because you will have many students who are kinesthetic learners, here is a way for
them to learn the THIEVES technique through movements.
TITLE – Explain that a king or queen has a title and they wear a crown. Make the
crown by circling the fingers of one hand and placing in on the top of the head.
HEADING – Do the Home Alone face that students may remember from the movie.
Place both hands on the cheeks of the face and open the mouth wide.
INTRODUCTION – Explain to students that usually when we are introduced to
someone, we shake his or her hand. For this movement, extend the right hand and
act as if you are greeting someone.
EVERY FIRST SENTENCE – We read from left to right. Extend the right hand to
the left side of the body and bring it back to the right as if you were reading word by
word and pointing to them.
VISUALS AND VOCABULARY – Form a V with two fingers on each hand and
place them under each eye. Remind students that these are two things they must
“look” at in the text.
END OF CHAPTER QUESTIONS – This usually gets a giggle. Place one hand on
your hip near your behind.
SUMMARY – Explain that a summary gives an overview of the whole thing. Make
a huge circle with both hands.
Make sure that students say the steps in the THIEVES technique as they are doing
the motions. The more repetition students have with this the more familiar they will
become, and the more easily they will be able to use it.

West Virginia State Department of Education (2012). Teach 21strategy bank.
Retrieved from http://wvde.state.wv.us/strategybank/.
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Own the Word
My Definition:

Part of Speech:

My Sentence:

Word:
Synonyms:

Antonyms:

A Picture to remind me of this word:

West Virginia State Department of Education (2012). Teach 21strategy bank.
Retrieved from http://wvde.state.wv.us/strategybank/.
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Rutherford, P. (2008). Instruction for all students. Alexandria: Just Ask.
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Appendix B: Letter of Cooperation From Superintendent

201
Appendix C: Letter of Cooperation From School Principal

202
Appendix D: Informed Consent for Participants

I,_____________________________ , hereby agree to participate in this research
project on interventions that can reduce the dropout rate through a ninth grade academy.
The study is to gather feedback from teachers who teach in a ninth grade academy and
whether interventions used in the academy can help reduce the dropout rate. The study
will involve interviews to understand how some interventions can encourage students to
stay in high school until completion. Results of the study may be beneficial to the school
district, as well as other schools in their efforts to develop effective interventions.
My participation in this study will involve discussing interventions through
interviews in the ninth grade academy that are related to helping students remain in
school. It is estimated that the time involved will be no more than 30 minutes.
I understand that there will be little or no risk to me and that all of my responses
will remain confidential. Data will be combined so that individual responses will not be
able to be identified.
I understand that I may not receive any direct benefits from participating in this
study, but involvement may help increase knowledge of effective interventions related to
helping students complete high school.
I understand that my participation in this study is completely voluntary and that I
may withdraw at any time without penalty.
If I have any questions at any time about this study, I may be contacted directly:
Eric Davis (318) 380-7097 or eric.davis4@waldenu.edu
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I have read and understand the information in this letter and have had the opportunity to
ask questions related to the study and my participation. I agree to participate in this study.

Date _______ Teacher Signature _____________________________
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Appendix E: Interview Protocol for Participants

Time of Interview:
Date:
Place:
Interviewer:
Position of Interviewee:
The purpose of this study is to identify interventions in a ninth grade academy that
can help reduce the dropout rate. Because few studies have explored in detail what can
interventions do for schools with ninth grade academies and how implementing these
interventions can keep students from leaving school prior to completion, a case study
devoted to understanding what keeps students engaged is the best qualitative tradition for
examining this phenomenon.
Questions:
From your perception:
1. What are the dynamics of the ninth grade academy and the purpose of how it is
designed to help students stay on track for remaining in school?
2. How does the credit/grade recovery intervention work and what role does it play
in students remaining in school?
3. How does the In-School/After School tutoring intervention promote student
engagement and increase student retention?
4. What are the roles of adult mentors to students in the ninth grade academy and
how does this intervention help students remain in school?
5. Communicate the importance of having the journey to careers curriculum that is
mandated for 9th grade academy students to take and what influence does this
curriculum have on possibly keeping students in school.
6. Describe how social relationships with peers, faculty, and administration
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affect a student’s decisions to stay in school until completion.
7. Communicate the pressures of standardized testing and its influence on a
student’s decision to stay in school until completion.
8. Share how required remedial course taking influences a student’s decision to
stay in school until completion.
9. Describe how the structure of the curriculum relates to a student’s decision to
stay in school until completion.
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Appendix F: Kagan Publication Request Form
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Appendix G: Approval to Use Kagan Intellectual Property

208
Appendix H: Approval to Use Just Ask Publications Intellectual Property
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Appendix I: Contract for Stipend

Contract for Rams in Pursuit of Perfection (RPP)
Stipend
The following agreement is entered into between the local school board, hereinafter
referred to as “the Board”, and an employee of the local school board, hereinafter referred
to as “Employee,” to render professional services at the local high School, in Northeast
Louisiana for the position of certified teacher.

Length of Contract:
The contract will effective the school year following all Walden University Approvals.

Eligibility Requirements:
In order to qualify under this agreement, the Employee must be employed at the local
high school as a certified teacher for the current school year. Employees hired after the
beginning date of the current school year may receive a partial stipend, prorated with
regard to the amount of participation in professional activities. Teachers on sabbatical are
not eligible to receive the stipend due to the fact that they will not be available for
classroom observations that are a vital part of the professional development process.
Teachers leaving the local high school for personal or professional reasons before the
completion of a semester will not be eligible for the stipend.
Employee Duties:
In addition to the duties of teacher for the local school board outlined in the Job
Description for the position held, the Employee must:
1. Attend a monthly, extended school day following student dismissal on
selected Thursdays (full day attendance at school is required).***
Hours on dates to be determined by the principal;
A)
The teachers and administrators will use this time for
participation in various forms of staff development
provided by Regional Service Center Staff.
B)
Teachers arriving late and leaving early will not be given
credit for attendance.
C)
One absence with a doctor’s excuse is allowed for the
semester.
3. Agree to implement instructional programs and strategies for which
professional development is provided.
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4. Work collaboratively with the local high School staff.
5. Be subject to additional observations for the purpose of monitoring the
implementations of staff development provided by consultants.
6. Be subject to additional observations for the purpose of monitoring the
implementation of staff development that is usually conducted in the local
School System.
7. Compile a Professional Growth Portfolio consisting of: (1) notes from each
workshop and in-service, (2) examples of lesson plans incorporating strategies
discussed in the workshops, (3) examples of student work, and (4) copies of
classroom observations. Portfolios will be rated according to the Portfolio
Rubric. If components are missing, the portfolio will not be accepted.
Funds will be prorated based on completion of portfolio requirements.

Compensation
The Employee will be paid One Thousand Three Hundred and Fifty and no/100 ($
1350.00) Dollars (before deductions) for the school year following all Walden University
Approvals in addition to his/her base salary as a teacher at the local high School during
this contract. This sum will be paid in one payment, $1350.00. Monies will be provided
through Federal Title I funds.
All other benefits available to teachers with the local school system will be
paid and accrued to the Employee, including seniority.

Termination of Agreement
This agreement will terminate upon the following occurrences:
A. This agreement will terminate if the supplemental salary funding is
eliminated or if the program is ended due to lack of sufficient
participation.
B. Employee shall be removed from this position for any of the following
reasons:
1. Any cause sufficient to warrant demotion, suspension
and/or termination under tenure laws for the State of
Louisiana
2. An evaluation of “Needs Improvement” requiring intensive
assistance
3. Intensive Assistance cannot be performed at the local high
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school and the Employee must be transferred to another
school to perform it
4. Failure to participate in the required extended day schedule
5. Failure to compile the Professional Growth Portfolio
according to Portfolio Rubric.
6. Any cause sufficient to warrant transfer out of the school,
but not for demotion or termination under (1) above, as
determined by the principal.
C. Procedure for removal under paragraph (2) above:
1. The policies and procedures of the local school
Board and the laws of the State of Louisiana will be
followed for removal for any cause sufficient to warrant a
demotion, suspension and/or termination of employment
under the tenure laws for the State of Louisiana
2. The parties acknowledge that “demotion” under the teacher
tenure does not apply to a transfer to another position as a
teacher in the system resulting in the loss of supplemental
payments granted under this contract
D. The standard policies and procedures for the imposition of an intensive
assistance program will be followed upon an evaluation of the Employee
stating that the Employee “Needs improvement”;
E. For any reason, a special personnel conference will be conducted by the
principal stating the reasons for the desired transfer from the school. The
Employee will be given the opportunity to respond to the complaint(s).
The principal will then state the recommended action to be taken.
III.

Miscellaneous

Employee:_________________________(signature)

Date: ____________________

Employee:_________________________(print)

SS # _______________________________

Date _______________________________________
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Appendix J: Sign In/Sign Out Sheet

Name

Social Security #

Time in

Time Out

Initial
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Appendix K: Evaluation Form

Engaging Students in Learning, Grouping Students to
Maximize Learning, Understanding Vocabulary &
Effective Questioning Prompts and Discussion to
Generate Writing
RPP Evaluation Form
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Disagree

This session was well organized.
The ideas, activities, and/or materials are practical
and useful for me.
This session was a worthwhile professional
development experience.
I will use the strategies or ideas presented in this
workshop to improve student achievement.
Overall, this session was beneficial to me.

What information or ideas presented in this workshop do you think you will readily
implement or use in your current assignment?
_______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
How will you use this information or implement the ideas presented in this workshop?
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Appendix L: Observation Report
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Appendix M: Portfolio Rubric
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Appendix N: Certificate of Participation
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Educational Work Experience
Assistant Principal

October 2005 to Present

Administrative Assistant
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